World Winners Part I 

Template 1a. Astrocytes: The Unsung Heroes of Human Innovation
Once assumed to be mere house-keeper cells. Recently researchers have found that these brain cells,
as their name suggests, feature ‘star’ qualities. Featuring in larger numbers in the human brain than
those of animals we share our planet with. Astrocytes play a key part in: memory, learning, brain
connectivity, higher cognitive function, - all elements that create the platform for the ability to
innovate.
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Template  1b: AI Mega Quiz: What Do You Really Know About AI?
Here’s where we find out! Using a pen/pencil or your touch screen on the uploaded version.

On a scale where 1 = Disagree Totally! 2 = Disagree; 3 = Don’t Know; 4 = Agree; 5 = Agree Totally!

Circle how far you feel each of these 5 statements about AI is really true:

1. AI can feel our emotions

1

2

3

4

5

2. AI’s memory capacity is better than ours

1

2

3

4

5

3. AI thinks in a way that is smart than us

1

2

3

4

5

4. Given time, AI will have talents like ours

1

2

3

4

5

5. AI have dreams: just like we do

1

2

3

4

5

Answers: Go back to the fast track Q&A session in Part I: Chapter 1 then you tell me
(This is reversed published text).
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Template 1c. The Human Brain’s Magic Limbic System

At the heart of the human brain resides The Limbic
System: Its magical mixing unit of many ‘inputs’
including but not limited to:









Human emotion, imagination & ideas
Rational logic meets our human heart
Knowledge Acquisition
Multiple inputs from Central Nervous CNS
& Peripheral Nervous System PNS
Messages relayed by the Vagus Nerve that
extends to the ancient evolutionary minibrain: our stomach.
Ever have that ‘gut’ feeling about
something? This connectivity is part of the
reason why you do and why it is often
correct!
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Template 1d: Meet RoBear!
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Template  1e. Curiosity and Innovation: Ancient Heritage of Human Brain Gifts

Evidence? Lascaux Caves, France. Just one example from across the whole World.
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Template 1f. UNBEATABLE: Why Humans are Born to Win
How your Child’s Natural Human ‘Software’ is Pre-Set to Win the Evolutionary Race with AI.

U Ultra-advanced memory storage device: DNA Bests Digital Memory

N Naturally curious. Babies don’t have to be taught how; they simply are.

B Brains not one brain. The Limbic System: Our brain within our brain.

E Essential Survival Skills: Rapid, Random, Divergent, and Spontaneous Thought

A Advantage of Heart + Mind Logic = Ambition; Drive; Courage, Desire, Will Power

T The Human Winning Edge: Individual Orb of Distinctly Human Gifts Each Child Has

A Adapt, Innovate, Overcome: The Human Mantra Written into our DNA software

B Born to have scientifically unique, not generic minds + ‘Shape Changer’ Capacity

L Learning ability, creativity Dreams and Imagination? Unlimited

E Evolutionary Potential? DNA to Our Minds: Pre-set to Evolve Infinitely. Let’s do it!
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Template 2b(i): My Ultra-Personalised Plan 21C World Winner’s Plan
Powered by Equagen ® TM ©

21C World Winner’s Name: ………………………………………………………..
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Template 2b(ii). My Ultra-Personalised 21C World Winner’s Plan
Powered by Equagen ® TM ©
Gifts I have chosen for enrichment this semester: ……………………………..
…………………………………………………………………………………………….

Enrichment focus activities and ideas: …………………………………………..
…………………………………………………………………………………………....

Academic focus for this semester: ………………………………………………..
…………………………………………………………………………………………….

Upon Completion of the Golden Foundations Part I



My areas of priority in the programme I will do in the order that best benefits me are:

Playing the Global Business of Education to Win:
Ensuring You and Your Child Get Best Value from Education-hood Part II

Polished Diamonds Light up the World
Skills to Shine a Star in Futures Global Business Part III





Forever a Star
Mind-Body Secrets for Life-Long Optimum Personal Performance Part IV



Graduation Party: Welcome the 21C World Winner’s VIP Suite Part V



You’re a 21C World Winner! Here’s How to Keep on Winning PVI
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Template 2b(iii). My Ultra-Personalised 21C World Winner’s Plan
Powered by Equagen ® TM ©

Knowledge Bank for Individual Parts of 21C World Winner’s Programme

Part:……………Title……………………………………………………………..

(Download and Copy This Page Organize Your Information from Each Part of the Programme)
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Template 2c: My Big Rainbow of Human Genius

Fill in your individual rainbow of genius that gives you the Human Winning Edge over AI
Example: Compassionate Knight, Visionary, Bold Pioneer, Entrepreneur, Leader, Inventor

Here’s to celebrating my Big Rainbow of Human Genius that makes me smarter than AI,
able to Shape Change quickly as the distinct and special person I am, in the world. These
gifts give me an awesome power this century: the Human Winning Edge.

Signed………………………………………………………………….Future 21C World Winner
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Template 2e: Smart Winning Team Invincible Us!


 Informed by a 360 view – we make excellent decisions.

 We make choices and create the plan together: we know what we are doing and why!

 We reward ourselves every time we spend quality time together

 We celebrate each time we complete another part of the 21C World Winner’s Plan

 What does all this make us? A smart winning team – We are Invincible!

Signed Us ……………..…………………………………………………………………….
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Template 3a: Generic Level: Brain Energy Efficient Learning

Beautiful Brain Equation #1

E + M + C2 = SMART ® TM ©

E = Emotion

M = Multisensory




C2 = Curiosity and Creativity  





Combine these factors in your learning experience



You are working with how the human brain learns best at the generic level



Result? More Brain Energy Efficient Learning



Which is? Smart!



However, as you will see later with Beautiful Brain Equation #2



At the ultra-personalised level Brain Energy Efficient Learning works smarter.
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Bold Pioneer



Gifted Entrepreneur

Template 3b. Ultra-Personalised Communications Prism in Futures Learning

Powered by Equagen Technology ® TM © Dr. Tynan All Rights Reserved

Fantastic Vionionary

Brain Energy Efficient Learning at the Ultra-Personalised Level
How do you switch on the full power of a child’s mind to learning?



Recognize how their Unique Mind and DNA Rainbow of Gifts ‘colours’ their view of the World



Engage their ideas, dreams and goals: to help them find their unique Brain Route In to topics



When this happens the ‘recurring’ question asked by billions of students across the World:
‘why do I have to learn this?’ – becomes a thing of the past.



Emotionally and logically their mind is now driven and motivated to learn: deep from within



No more ‘white noise’ they now learn more, using less energy, with less stress and more fun!
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Template  3c. Integral Factors to Finding ‘The Brain Route In’
Within the Equagen ® TM © Ultra-Personlised Learning System


Humans as discerning learners: in comparison with AI we humans don’t just input
information as if on default mode. Successful learning for us begins by engaging positively
two Mind Filters: Our Limbic System: emotions, logic and ideas. The Ultra-Personalised
Communications Prism via which we view the world. Rooted in our Unique Mind + DNA
Rainbow of Gifts.



Maximising upon Human brain time and energy: much learning time and energy is wasted in
classrooms now by not engaging with these two Mind Filters effectively. Via the Brain Route
In your child will be able to maximise upon their brain energy and time by knowing how to
engage both Mind Filters positively.



Reverse Learning Logic (RLL): Your child will be able to apply this any time they need to ask
themselves why they are doing or learning something to become self-motivating.



Genius Learning Factor: the past history of genius shows that success in part arose from
them being in the ‘driving seat’ of their learning, not by design but often by chance. The Brain
Route In puts your child in the driving seat of their learning with the added advantage of 21C
science. Imagine what Da Vinci might have achieved with that? Exactly!



Stress: as the wheels fall off obsolete education systems, schools are stressful
places.



Managing Learning Environments: Essential for the intelligent evolution of human
gifts, mind, learning and innovation is that your child has an ultra-personalised
system of learning that helps them manage this stressful situation effectively. Starting
with the Brain Route In, Equagen ® TM © gives your child the self-knowledge to do
this. By enabling them to feel in control of their destiny.



Equanimity: is the added benefit of this within Equagen ® TM ©. Your child feels more
at one with, and able to manage their learning environment. Therefore they are less
likely to be stressed and a lot happier.
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Template  3c. Integral Factors to Finding ‘The Brain Route In’
Within the Equagen ® TM © Ultra-Personlised Learning System


A Smarter Futures Education Balance: to stay ahead of the AI’s evolution, children
this century need a smarter educational balance between: Knowledge Acquisition;
enrichment of those DNA human gifts that give them the Human Winning Edge; and
innovative thinking. This balance is incorporated in a structured manner into the
Brain Route In at the foundation of Equagen ® TM © Ultra-Personalised Learning
Systems.



Connectivity: underplayed in learning today. The Brain Route In works to maximise
connectivity, curiosity and creativity at the ultra-personalised level of learning.



Who’s the better ‘natural’ learner humans or AI? The latter more a naturally passive
downloader of knowledge, with no DNA Rainbow of Gifts, natural propensity for
innovation, or impassioned goals, dreams or inner ‘drive gene’ to excel as we humans
do. Not to mention from Chapter 1: AI’s battery pack and memory ‘issues’.



21C World Winners – win again: Once your child has the benefit of the practical steps
in Chapter 4: to find their Brain Route into to master any academic subject and create
an ultra-personalised learning system just for them. When it comes to the answer to
the above question. I think you and your child will both agree. Your child definitely
have the heads up on AI in the learning stakes! 

?

V

Human Learner Wins!
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Template 3d. Hello New Algorithm! The Infinity Loop of Futures Education.
Beautiful Brain Equation #2

E2 x (RG + UM + KA + I) = Infinite Intelligent Evolution of
the Human Winning Edge

® TM © Pending

Why and how an upward spiral of DNA enrichment, authentic personal accelerated learning and
infinite intelligent human evolution awaits your child as a future 21C World Winner:


Born of our mind and DNA software that is pre-programmed to evolve infinitely



A natural symmetry of development is unleashed when we cultivate in our learning all the
factors in the Beautiful Brain Equation #2:



E2 = Emotion and Equanimity; RG = Rainbow of Gifts; KA = Knowledge Acquisition; I = Innovation



Unlike AI – no batteries required. Why?



Your child already came with all this natural in-built power required.



All they needed was a system of learning to unleash it and enjoy the benefits – at last.



All this affords greater equality of opportunity for all your children to excel and win in 21C



Once unleashed this power is self-rewarding, self-motivated and thus self-perpetuating.



Ready to set these rocket boosters alight in your children’s learning? See you in Chapter 4!

Welcome to the smarter future of learning – your child is already there!
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Template 4a: The Ancient Prodigy Myth Exploded
Learning ‘Beyond Their Years’? – All Children Can Do It!

Dr Bernadette Tynan © All rights reserved






Children of junior school age have gained entrance to Ivy League Universities: how?
Farmer’s children can often drive many vehicles also whilst in junior school: how?
Young teens of the past captained and lead battleships in the Royal Navy: how?
By age 10 I could drive a jeep and knew the rudiments of French and Arabic: how?

Parents who never said they couldn’t and got busy showing them how they could (Tynan 2004)



No pushing required. The children in all the above have learned and excelled in many areas.



Within any area of academic study, the point is, any child can do this wherever they so wish.



With an ultra-personalised plan grounded in 21C ‘know how’ about mind, gifts and learning.
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Template 4b: From Here to There: Making My Dream Happen!

This is my big dream:……………………………………………
………………………………………………………………………………………………

The gifts in my DNA Rainbow that I will use to help me achieve it are:

……………………………………………………..………………………………..........
…………………………………………………….………………………………………

The priority academic area I must focus on this semester to help me achieve this is:
…………………………………………………………….

Here are my Mind Links with this academic area of study to make my dream happen:

Mind Link #1:………………………………………………………………………………………………….

Mind Link #2:………………………………………………………………………………………………….

Mind Link #3:………………………………………………………………………………………………….

Now I am positively engaged at an ultra-personalised emotional level! Nothing can stop me!

 Now I know where I am going, and why I am studying this topic.



I’m ready to take charge of my learning and be in the driving seat of my learning! Zoom!
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Template 4c. World Architecture and Maths Knowledge Trail



Hidden around the house you will find clues and images to answer each of the
following riddles. You can answer the questions in any order you like!
 Happy clue hunting! 

1. A proud horse connects us to something modern mathematics uses, what is it?



………………………………………………………………………………………………………..
………………………………………………………………………………………………………..
2. A golden spire of concentric circles stands majestically but where can we find it?



……………………………………………………………………………………………………....
……………………………………………………………………………………………………….
3. What do Menkaure, Khafre and Khufu have in common? A plan has the answer.



…………………………………………………………………………………………………………
…………………………………………………………………………………………………………
4. A triangle forms the ‘crown’ of ‘Maria Novella’, but where?



………………………………………………………………………………………………………..
………………………………………………………………………………………………………..
5. A dramatic love story! And what fantastic symmetry, what’s its name?



………………………………………………………………………………………………………..
………………………………………………………………………………………………………..
6. Which woman has tried to get her maths spot on? When you have found her, try
drawing a cat, dog or other animal using mathematical principles to do it!



(use the space on reverse side to do this or if you can do this on your tablet).
.………………………………………………………………………………………………………
…….…………………………………………………………………………………………………
7. Find the quote from the famous philosopher Bertrand Russell (1872-1870) Looking



at these images and thinking about all the maths that makes them, do you agree?
…………………………………………………………………………………………………………
…………………………………………………………………………………………………………
8. Choose one image to create your own project: focus on the Maths at work in it!
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Template 4c. Image 1: World Architecture and Maths Knowledge Trail

The mathematical figures we use today derived from those developed in the
Middle East and passed on to us and the World via the Arabic Script.
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Template 4c. Image 2: World Architecture and Maths Knowledge Trail

Wat Phra Kaew is a famous temple that stands next to the
Great Palace in Bangkok, Thailand
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Template 4c. Image 3: World Architecture and Maths Knowledge Trail

Menkaure Pyramid

Khafre Pyramid

Khufu Pyramid

Plan of the pyramids found at Giza outside Cairo city in Egypt.
If you look at the picture carefully, Menkaure, Khafre and Khufu
are the names of different pyramids. Although we can work out
simple pyramids in mathematics. Many theories exist as to how
these pyramids were built, from archaeologists to engineers.
One thing is certain: the precision geometry of these structures
have stood the test of time and are impressive!
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Template 4c. Image 4: World Architecture and Maths Knowledge Trail

Maria Novella, Florence, Italy
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Template 4c. Image 5: World Architecture and Maths Knowledge Trail

Mumtaz Mahal was the beloved wife of Shah Jahan, an extremely successful and
powerful Mughal Emperor in the 17C. Mumtaz (meaning excellent one), travelled
everywhere with Shah Jahan, even in battle. Unfortunately she died very young
and this broke the heart of Shah Jahan. In her memory, he built this beautiful tomb
(Taj).
The carvings are so fine and inlaid with so many precious stones that at different
times of the day it reflects different colours. This magical aspect together with the
dramatic love story behind it and fantastic symmetry of the building, make it a
triumph of architectural design that is world famous! What is this building’s name?
Taj Mahal of course! To be found in Agra, India. Built between 1630 and 1648.
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Template 4c. Image 6: World Architecture and Maths Knowledge Trail

A geometric lady! From the Indonesian Island of Bali
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Template 4c. Image 7: World Architecture and Maths Knowledge Trail

Rio de Janeiro
Brazil

Minterne Magna
England

Aquitaine

France

Mathematics is at work all around us in the World, from the Taj Mahal, India to these
gardens from Brazil, England and France. Humankind has used maths to create beauty

The philosopher Bertrand Russell (1872-1970) once wrote:

‘Mathematics, rightly viewed, possesses not only truth, but supreme beauty…’

Do you agree? Either way why? Discuss your ideas now
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Template 4d. Now, that’s What I Call MY Music!

The artist Jackson Pollock listened to Jazz as he created a new style of art.
Einstein is alleged to have played Mozart on his violin any time he had a mental block!

Much fuss has been made about Mozart and Baroque music. Whilst these may have generic brain
benefits, helping us for instance martial our left and right brain, if used appropriately in learning.
Each of our minds unique, due to our own DNA rainbow of gifts and experiences; we each need
to experiment to find precisely the ‘right music mix’ that works for us in our study and learning.
Discuss and listen to different types of music and decide what works for you in each case below:

My music to fire me up to study! …………………………………………………………………………..
My music to quietly focus:…………………………………………………………………………………..

My music to revise for exams:………………………………………………………………………………
My music to help me think:…………………………………………………………………………………..
My music to chill out:………………………………………………………………………………………….
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Template 4e(i): The Random 360 – Go Wild!!!

A snow leopard stands proud in the centre of a complete 360 degree circle.
The question is: why?
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Template 4e(ii): Mastered the Topic? Switch on Your Innovative Thinking!

A=π r

2

How many different and novel ways could this topic be applied to the World?

What if we were visited by aliens?

Which things on planet Earth

would you use, to show them the import of this formula for humans in mathematics?
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Template 4f: Theory of Relativity? Easy! I CAN Learn Anything!

Albert Einstein (1879-1955)

186,000 mps

186,000 mps

186,000 mps

6 miles per hour

15 miles per hour

70 miles per hour



Einstein’s Theory of Relativity says light travels at 186,000 miles per second



Wherever we are, whatever we are doing, the speed of light remains the same

That WAS easy! I hereby declare I CAN Learn ANYTHING! 

Signed:………………………………………………………Future 21C World Winner!
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Template 4g: Keep Calm and Never Mind the Dingybops! 



Explain to your child now that they have a number of strategies to help them learn at their
personal optimum best. This brings another major benefit in class. One being Equanimity.



What does that mean? Whenever things kick off in class; they can remain calm, quietly
and confidently getting on with their study. Smart!



As your child wins more in their study, they however need to beware the Dingybops!



Who are they? Jealous folk that come in all shapes and sizes.



How do smart 21C World Winners deal with Dingybops?



Show your child now: place your dobbers on your heads and pull down the antennae.



All set!? Now let the antennae fly up dramatically as you both chant out loud cheerily:



‘We are World Winners! We are Invincible! We never let the Dingbybops get us down! Our
dobbers are always up! Three cheers for us! Hoorah! Hoorah! Hoorah!



Remember: Keep your dobbers handy during the semester to remind yourself any time
you need to: Never Mind the Dingybops! Just keep on Winning!
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Template 4h: My Ultra-Personalised Learning Power in the Palm of my Hand
Powered by Equagen ® TM ©

W

E

o

P
R

E2 x (RG + UM + KA + I) = Infinite Intelligent Evolution of
My Human Winning Edge

Personal: DNA rainbow of gifts and unique mind gives me my Brain Route in to master any topic.
Ownership: of all my learning to make it fun, effective and emotionally rewarding. Great!

Wisdom: from knowing how my brain learns at generic and ultra-personalised levels.
Equanimity: the calm confident way I am able to manage my learning and environment.
Remembering: innovation plus all this in the palm of my hand gives me My Human Winning Edge:
the power to evolve my gifts, mind and learning beyond AI – infinitely!

Signed:……………………………………………………………………..21C Future World Winner
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Template 5a: Two Tier Brain Layer Cake of Human Innovative Thinking

Mega-Size Cherries of Innovative Thinking
where we cultivate both routes in 21C learning 

Academic ‘staged’ mastery route.

DNA Rainbow of Gifts ‘intuitive’ fast route.





Occurs ‘intuitively’ in the area of those
gifts not currently identified and cultivated
in schools (Tynan 2003;2004; 2008).



Those gifts which, together with their
unique mind, knowledge acquisition and
innovative thinking, provide our children
with Human Winning Edge in era of AI.



This leaves a gap in the development of
this ‘intuitive’ route to innovative thinking
for our children.



This is at odds with the demands of





Established via Bloom’s Taxonomy of
Thinking (1956) when we master an
academic topic, we are in a position to
evaluate it and think critically about it
Leading to higher level creative and
ultimately innovative thinking. (Tynan
2003;2004).
Current ‘teach to test’ remains dominant
system in education globally (Tynan 2004;
2008).
Leaving this route to innovative thinking
under-developed. Whereas, a more
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Template  6a: The Curiosity Tree ® TM ©



Explore objects in the everyday world using The Curiosity Tree ® TM ©



Harness the combined power of curiosity, creativity and connectivity



Engage your child’s logic, ideas and imagination



Open up new branches of thought in their mind



Great foundations for the development of innovative thinking
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Template  6b What If…The Smart Wheel of Innovation 

1. How could we
make this better
?

5. Which changes
did we like ?

2. Where would
we start and why
?

4. What if we tried
this ?

3. How could we
change or modify
it ?
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Template 6c: At Work: Breathtaking and Beautiful Innovation

Burj Al Arab Jumeirah, Dubai, U.A.E.
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Template 6d: Astroctye Global Vision ® TM © Pending
Connected and Effective 21C Innovative Thinking


DNA Rainbow of Gifts

+

Knowledge Acquisition

+

Unique Mind

+

Astroctyes


+ Globally Informed
=


Authentic 21C Innovative Thinking
=

Astrocyte Global Vision


Research your innovative idea in the global market: is the idea fresh?



Protect your innovative idea via a sure fire method:



Present your idea and USP in a manner that sells it! £££ $$$ ¥ ¥ ¥

TM

© ® W.I.P.O

What’s the USP? You are about to find out! 
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Template 1: Parent-Pro school Fact Finder
Q1: Mr/Mrs/Dr Principal, may I ask you a question? Where do you see your school in 5 years’ time?

………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………
………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………
……………………………………………………………………………………………………………………….

Q2: What would you say your main achievements are since you have been leading this provision?

………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………
………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………
……………………………………………………………………………………………………………………….

Q3: We’ve read the brochure. But we’d like to hear it from you: what do you think are the main
strengths of your provision? And how will they help my child specifically?
…………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………

…………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………
…………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………
Q4: What sorts of extra-curricular activities do you offer?

………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………….
………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………….
………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………….
Q5: Do you have shadow-lists like those of children you consider gifted? How are these lists
compiled? And the children chosen?
………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………….

………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………....
………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………….
Q6: I/We respect that you are a busy person, like us. Do you have an ‘open-door’ policy for parents to
discuss matters – should they arise?
………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………….

………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………….
………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………….

Other notes/observations……………………………………………………………………………………......
………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………….
………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………….
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Template 2: Checklist Parent-Teacher Team Meetings
Date of Meeting:…………………………Name of Teacher…………………..Subject………………………

Remember to:



Introduce yourself and remind them of who your son/daughter is – don’t assume staff always know!
If you have a special focus for the meeting. Make a note of that and use the relevant parts of the
checklist below to guide you. If you don’t have a special focus work through in the order set out.

1 a) How do you feel my daughter/son is performing in class? Can you give me specific examples?
………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………..
………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………..
………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………..

2. What do you think her grades will likely be in homework and/or tests?
…………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………
…………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………
…………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………
3. How has homework been? Can you give me an example?
………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………….
………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………….
………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………….
4. Are there any areas in this subject that my son/daughter might improve upon?
………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………….
………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………….
If the answer is YES, ask: What practical suggestions do you have as to how we can do that?
…………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………
…………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………
…………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………
5. Anything else you would like to add? (Think if there is anything else you would like to raise).
…………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………
…………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………
…………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………
6. Close the meeting amicably and professionally by thanking the teacher for their time and advice.
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Template 3: SWOT Analysis Academic Study
Academic Subject:…………………………………………………

Strong Areas of Performance

Weak Areas of Performance

Opportunities to Improve

Threats to Performance

Mission Possible: Informed Action Plan

NB: Keep it short, focussed, precision target-oriented, within a realistic time-scale for review.

 Now, go win again! 
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Template 4: Parent Checklist: Hiring and Firing Tutors
General Advice: Never hire over the phone in response to an advert without seeing them first. Invite them to your
house for interview. Tell them to bring their original certificates plus copies for you. Ideally it is good to have

someone with you. Two heads are better than one when forming an opinion. When they arrive, relax them by
making them a cup of tea/coffee and then go straight into the list below:
Q1. Ask them: about where they got their qualifications and then ask to see their original certificates.


If they aren’t qualified to teach and/or they haven’t got their certificates with them. Stop there. Thank them for
their time, and politely show them to the door.



If they are qualified and have their certificates with them move onto Q2.

Q2. Ask them: about their experience: does it include class teaching as well as one to one tutoring?


If they have experience of one to one tutoring, ask them to give you examples of successes.



If they don’t have experience of one to one tutoring, it could be a problem. Make a note. Move to Q3

Q3. Find out: do they consider themselves to be a punctual person?


If they respond by saying ‘they try to be on time’ but traffic can be a problem. They’re already making excuses
for tardiness – at you and your child’s expense.
At this point. You can stop the interview dependent on what they said. You don’t need time-wasters.



If they respond by saying they like to be a few minutes early make a note, that’s great. Move to Q4

Q4: Find out: if appointed by you, how do they feel about agreeing to a two week probationary period?


If they are not happy about this. Thank them for their time and show them to the door.



On the other hand, if they are confident in themselves and are thus happy with this. Move to Q5.

Q5: Discuss and define: the area that you want their tutoring to focus upon and ask for their feedback.


Where their response appears clueless or feeble. Forget it. Interview over.



Where their response immediately shows practical solutions great. Move to Q6.

Q6: Specify: what the proposed objective, schedule, time and rate will be.
Q7: Reiterate: that should you or your child not be happy with their service it will terminate after 2 weeks.

Concluding the Interview and Next Steps:
If you don’t want to hire them inform them of this. Where you do want to hire them follow this procedure:


Tell them you happy with how they interviewed and they will next receive a letter confirming terms.



Inform them the position is subject to references and their return, signed agreement to your terms.



Ask for contact details of two professional and one personal referee.



End the meeting amicably. Then wait for them to agree terms in writing, and check their references.

After they are hired you now have a framework that puts you in control and gets you best value for money!
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Template 5: Beginner Order and Format: Stories to Great Exam Essays

Topic: What’s my story going to be about?
Title: ………………………………………………………………………………………………………………..

The Beginning/Introduction:

The ‘Meaty Middle’ or Main Part of My Story:

Conclusion: The End of My Story

Proof Read! High Five! Well Done! 
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Template 6: Advanced Level: Mastering Great Essay Writing



Rule #1: Always write to the precise title set.



You will ace the exam question if you start from this mind-set and focus

Rule #2: Know what the title wants you to do then build your essay to suit.



Understand what is meant by key words and phrases used in essay questions: discuss; compare;
contrast; to what extent do agree….



Tailor-make your opening introduction, meaty essay middle, and conclusion, to answer it exactly



Study the detailed advice given in the accompanying text here to do this – and win smart marks.



Practice doing different types of typical essay questions, following the guidance given.

Rule#3: Remember the importance of ‘evidence’ and referencing.



Anything you say in an essay is like being in a court of law, it only gets you marks with ‘evidence’



Reference comments, suggestions or arguments with examples of evidence from course set text.

Rule #4: Get into the Winner’s habit of proof reading your own essays.



Thinking ahead beyond class-set essays, examiners will also appreciate this.



Result? Where others are sloppy. You are sleek and professional. Result? You earn more marks.

Rule #5: Professional finishing touches with appendices.



Professional formats for reference lists at the end of an essay gives your work polish.



Appendices: and knowing how to refer, use and list them gives your essay panache.



Check you know how to do both via the corresponding guidance here in the text.

Congratulations! You are well on your way to being a master essay writer! 
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 Template 7: Super Science Essays 



Title: The purpose of the scientific investigation
Abstract: The abstract is a potted ‘story’ of the foundation of the investigation, findings and what can be
hypothesised from those findings. It provides a sharp, short, succinct nutshell summary for the reader of:


The scientific foundation, rationale, purpose and objective of the investigation.



What was involved in your investigation/experiment.



Within the limits and confines of the investigation, what the resultant data suggested, and what
conclusions could therefore be made.

Method: Here is where you tell the reader precisely how you conducted your investigation/experiment.


What did you do?



How did you do it?

Results: At this point you tell the reader your results


You may wish to refer to tables and/or appendices of data to illustrate this



Remember the professional rules for referring to, and listing appendices in essays



Don’t discuss the results at this point – just report them.

Discussion: The place where you discuss the results and potential implications of findings


Begin this logically by restating the title and purpose of your investigation



Ask yourself: what can you deduce verifiably from your results?



For example: if your investigation was to prove a hypothesis: do the results prove this conclusively?
Often scientific experiments have ‘confounding variables’ that place a question mark over findings.



To prove something conclusively your data must be ‘bullet proof’. Ergo, in this part of your essay,
focus on discussing only the potential implications of what you found.

Conclusion: End your essay in an understated and balanced manner, keeping it short and to the point.


Stay away from making definitive claims!



Balanced here means: whatever you state in your conclusion must be verifiable within the confines
and limits of the data gained from your experiment. Balanced against ‘confounding variables’.

Appendices and References: Stick to the professional format I have taught you for a polished finish.

 Proof Read! 

Option: Take a look at the real life science essay I did for you in the text! Now go do!
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Template 8A: Timed Essay Writing ‘Easy Peasy’ Warm Up



Down on the Farm with Apples and Oranges

Title: Compare and Contrast Apples and Oranges
Reminder: compare = similarities; contrast = differences
Copy the title down and underline it

Exemplar introduction: Apples and oranges are both fruits; in this essay I focus upon two factors. The
similarities and the differences between these two fruits. (Rather than copy, put this in your own words)
……………………………………………………………………………………………………………………….
……………………………………………………………………………………………………………………….
……………………………………………………………………………………………………………………….
Meaty Middle: (think and write about three ways these fruits are different and three ways similar….)
……………………………………………………………………………………………………………………….
……………………………………………………………………………………………………………………….
……………………………………………………………………………………………………………………….
……………………………………………………………………………………………………………………….
……………………………………………………………………………………………………………………….
………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………..
………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………...
…………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………
Conclusion: (remember the essay title didn’t ask you to do anything else except compare and contrast,
so write your conclusion accordingly, for example: Apples and oranges are both fruits, this being the
case they share both similarities as well as differences, as discussed. Copy this sentence, or write the
conclusion in your own words:
………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………
………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………
Proof Read!
Well done! 
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Template 8B: Timed Essay Activity



Discuss the Idea Winter is More Fun than Summer

Title:…………………………………………………………………………………………………………

Introduction:………………………………………………………………………………………………………
………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………..
………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………..
…………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………

The Discussion: (Note that from here on in we don’t use ‘meaty middle’ any more – you are a pro now!)
…………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………
…………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………
…………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………
…………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………
…………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………
…………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………
………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………….
………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………….

Conclusion:…………………………………………………………………………………………………………
………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………….
…………………………………………………………………………………………………………………............
…………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………
Proof Read!

Time is up! Well Done! 
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Template 8C: Exam Winners Always Have an Essay PLAN. Get Yours Here!
Your plan is a short, fast, outline sketch in pencil at the top of your answer book page. Including:



Restatement of the title – with a note on what it is asking you to do.



A quick list of ideas ‘for’ and ‘against’ whatever it is you have been asked to discuss.



Key references from your school text that you will use to back up your for and against ideas.



Your conclusion: bound by the confines of the title, your discussion and references.

Benefits of this short plan in exam essay writing situations:

 Provides you with a focus point to stick to so you don’t waste time in the exam
 Shows the examiner that you know what you are doing from the outset – impressive.
 Should, for whatever reason, you run out of time. Many examiners will give marks for the plan.
 This doesn’t mean you should be tardy! It does give you an added string to your winning bow.
 Ultimately the plan reminds you of the importance of keeping to word length. How?
 By knowing from the start, how to apportion the exact time available to deliver your arguments
and achieve a balanced, referenced, proof read essay.

Practice Plan IRL:
Looking at the question I set you on AI and World Winners Essential Prep before the Timed Run –
Sketch out a plan for your proposed timed essay to follow shortly…

My Plan:
Exemplar exam question: to what extent is it true to say that AI will be smarter than us?




Nub of question here is what you mean by the word smart……
Short list of at least three ways we are smart versus AI smart…..
Key references: Example Tynan 2003; 2004; 2016.

Conclusion: It is true to say that AI is smarter than humans only in so far as….

Now go do some more, so that you are lightning fast at doing this in the actual exam 
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Template 8D: Excelling in All Types of Essay Exams


 Writing for science or arts, essay formats must be as familiar as your hand 

 Absolute familiarity with ‘usual’ words examiners use in titles is a must! 

 A sketch plan in pencil keeps you focussed, and well within time to proof read 

 Practise makes perfect: practise writing ‘perfect essays’, to length and time 

 To win and do yourself justice – get used to ‘beating the stop watch’! 

 Know your subject; this combined with the ability to write to time = success 

 Start small with the World Winners activities to build your essay writing skills 

 Follow the D.I.Y. steps to write great exam essays and win big on the day! 
Remember You Are a World Winner. Now go win!

NB: Keep a copy of this in Part II of your World Winner’s Plan for future reference.
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Template 9A: Who Wants to be a Sheeple? It’s So Uncool!

o

Sheeple never create or lead something on-line, how boring is that?

o

Sheeple waste so much time on tech they get less exercise and start to feel out of shape!

o

Sheeple don’t get out enough – so they have nothing exciting to post on Facebook…

o

Sheeple spend so much time following others, they never have time to achieve great things

o

Sheeple get drawn into daft conversations on-line and meet folk their lives just don’t need!

o

Sheeple lack confidence and worry too much, so spend more time on-line, to win zero.

How sad is that?

Who Wants to be a Sheeple? Not us! It’s so uncool…..
We’re out of here!!!
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Template 9B: We’re Not Sheeple! We’re Smart People in this House!


Smart people like us aren’t slaves to our tech!



We manage our tech and time to suit us and our goals



Each day we spend our time achieving, that’s how we keep on winning!



We don’t let lazy tech habits ruin our bodies, we exercise, and have a life!



If time is the stuff of life, we don’t waste any of it, we max out every day!



We’re not afraid to lead, if our ideas are good, why not?



We are motivated by our goals everyday – that’s why we feel sunny!

☼

21C WORLD WINNER DECLARATION

We hereby declare we’re not sheeple! We’re smart people in control of tech, time and
life!
Signed: Time and Tech Savvy Parent………………………………………………………………..

Me! A 21C World Winner…………………………………………………………………….
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Template 10A.The Original Practical Magic:
What’s in a Genuine Cambridge Academic Gown?

Q1: Why is the Cambridge gown black?
Q2: What fabric is it made out of and why? Q3: How are the sleeves smart?

Q4: Why is it loose fitting?

Q5: Why does it have a hood?

Q6: What was the gown designed to champion in academia?

Answers Below. (Reversed of course in printed edition)
Q1: Quills like today’s pens used ink; one reason the gown is black is the practicality of this colour for ink stains!
Q2: Wool is durable and great for keeping you warm, practical for sitting studying for long hours in winter.
Q3: However this gown isn’t just built for winter. Special woollen gown has its own in-built temperature control system: smart
sleeves. Slits at the elbow allow you freedom to work more coolly in summer. Alternatively, let your fingers find their way to the
ends of the inside of each sleeve and you will discover another smart aspect of the sleeve design: they make wonderfully warm
mittens in winter time – all great for dashing across the quad to libraries and lectures, on early Spring days! Not only that, the
smart sleeves are roomy, providing instant portability for study equipment, including books etc. What a neat design!
Q4: The gown is lose fitting for added comfort, practical for those long study days…and nights. You can even wrap yourself up
in it for a bit of a nap, in between study sessions. Cosy!
Q5: A bit like a monk’s habit, the hood is another practical necessity to protect against all weathers!
Q6: Put all these design features together and what you have is an academic gown designed to champion successful, selfdisciplined study, - regardless the weather: hail, rain, snow or sun!
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Template 10B:
With My Self-Discipline I Win Bunches More Freedom and Choices in Life!

Every day with my smart self-discipline, I am in the driving seat of my life
and destiny! With bunches more choices, opportunities and chances.

I am a futures 21C World Winner, driven to succeed! Hoorah for me!
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Template 11. DIY Design Checklist: My Perfect 5D ‘Homework Nest’
Read through the detailed Design Notes for your DIY Homework Nest Then Go Create it!

 Choose your preferred and practical location in your home



 How’s the ergonomics? Remember you need to be comfy for long periods of study



 Incorporate your preferred 5D stimulus for instant inspiration, motivation and focus…
Colours: Which colours make you feel good?
Images: What pictures do you have that embody your aspirations?

Lights: Choose lighting that works for you.
Music: Use different types for ‘pep you up’ time versus think and study time.

Mascots: Keep your favourite one close by!

‘Feel good’ item: Object that reminds you of good times or what you want to achieve!
World Winners Plan: Always to hand – a treasure trove to help you study!



 Reward System: Use ‘stars’ to reward yourself every time you achieve target.



 Clock: Keep to 45 minute intensive sessions with healthy brain and body breaks.
 Brain and Body Maintenance: Have fresh air, water, and a healthy snack to hand.


H2O
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Template 12A. Six Point ‘Project Perfect’ Master Plan

1. Action Wins. Do It Now! Get Started Straight Away
Every project always takes longer than you think it might when you begin. So give yourself time to make
it not just a good project but a brilliant one. Procrastination loses. Action always wins…

2. Topic Precision: What’s the Project About Exactly?
If ever you are uncertain. Ask the teacher directly, and whilst you are doing that, also ask what s/he is
looking for in the best project. A little extra information like that can make all the difference marks-wise.

3. Logic and Order Wins the Day!
A project needs to be ordered like writing a story or essay: it must have an introduction, middle – with the
important added features stipulated for a project, detailed below, and of course an end.



Making use of different media, new technology and/or visual images to illustrate key points



Creating a visual display alongside the written text to ‘tell a project story’ in pictures



Delivering a winning oral presentation to go with the project assignment
4. Presentation Counts
Projects should be submitted with:



A smart front cover, with the title of the project, author’s name, and date of submission.



Contents page showing immediately the smartly organized format of the project inside.



All sources/references clearly listed



Models, oral and/or digital presentation material that goes with the project – labelled.



Grammar, spelling and punctuation thoroughly checked – before handing in.

5. Punctuality – never be late submitting. Always hand in on time!
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Template 12B. Project Perfect Exemplar ‘Masquerade and Modern Art’

Front Cover

Project Title: The Ancient World of Masquerade and Its Influence on Modern Art

Name of Author…………………………………….
Submission Date:……………………………..

Template 12B Exemplar Project Perfect Exemplar Cont/…
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Contents Page
Part I Introduction: Masquerade a worldwide phenomenon in art and culture

pages 1-5

Part II Exploration: African Masquerade and the Work of Pablo Picasso

pages 6-12

Part III Concluding Summary: African Masquerade;Catalyst in Modern Art

pages 13-15

Sources and References

pages 16-17

Part I Introduction: Masquerade a Worldwide Phenomenon in Art and Culture
From the masks of Africa to Venice, masquerade is a rich cultural heritage of humankind….

Part II Exploration: African Masquerade and the Work of Pablo Picasso

A little known fact about the artist Pablo Picasso is how a friend introduced him to the work
of African masquerade. How did this occur? A friend of Picasso’s had visited Africa and
bought back a mask….

Part III Concluding Summary: African Masquerade; Catalyst in Modern Art
To return to the point at which this project began, the ancient art of masquerade is an
established, worldwide phenomenon. Whilst Modern Art in the West had its own energy. The
exploration into how African masquerade, in particular influenced Pablo Picasso’s work,
shows how this acted as a catalyst to the direction, style and form, of the Modern Art
movement.

References and Sources
Want to know more about this? See the work of Professor John Picton, a leading world authority on
masquerade, School of Oriental & African Studies, S.O.A.S, University of London, London UK
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Template 13A. ‘Behind the Scenes Prep’: Smart Presentations
Know Your Topic Inside Out



Whether you are given the topic of your oral presentation or it is your own choice it is essential you
know about the topic inside out. Going the extra mile to do a little more research will pay dividends.
It will enable you both to design and deliver a highly knowledgeable oral presentation as well as to
take questions on the topic confidently ‘on the day’, replete with how most presentations conclude.

Story Telling Revisited:









Remember your oral presentation needs a beginning, middle and an end.
Organize your content accordingly first
Then think how you can jazz it up to be colourful and engaging for your audience, as well as
informative.
If you decide to use something like PowerPoint – the clue is in the name. Even though it has been
around a long time, people in business and elsewhere often miss the clue and point. Ideally there
should be no more than 3 points per slide.

Begin with a Bang: Use the Wow Factor!



Not a literal bang! But to grab your audience immediately. You need a wow factor way to start.
This could be a visual image or object for example that captures everyone’s imagination and leaves
them wanting to know more…

Memorizing your Script





Once you have it all planned out you will need to commit the oral presentation to memory.
Choose whatever works for you personally to achieve this: for example the script broken down into
small cards; or a visual aid such as a story board or objects lined up that act as cues throughout the
oral presentation for you.
Experiment and you will find what works well for you.

Ensure You Keep to Time: Using a Stop Watch in Rehearsals You Will!








Never rush your words to do fit the time.
Refine your presentation so that you can deliver it in a measured, non-rushed, professional manner.
Speak in small sentences. Your audience will get your message better if you do.
Hone your oral presentation by practising performing it from start to finish with a stop watch.
Remember to factor in to the time of your presentation, a few minutes for questions too.

As soon as you have achieved this timed level. Congratulate yourself and move to Template 13B.
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Template 13B: How to Deliver a Fantastic Class Presentation!

 






Use your body language effectively

 

Smile at key points and zoom your eyes across the room
This makes everyone in the audience feel like you are talking just to them
Change tonality of voice to underscore the importance of key data you refer to
For example: your voice might take on a more serious tone at these points.
Practise incorporating these skills into the natural flow of your oral presentation.

Do practice until you feel comfortable with all of your presentation, then stop!


Don’t over practise, and you keep your presentation natural and spontaneous on the day.

Prepare a checklist for what you need for the presentation day




☼

This enables you to set up any kit you need
Leaving you time to relax – all good

Time to deliver your fantastic presentation: It’s Showtime!






This ensures that before you walk out the door you are both prepared and calm
Check your appearance, then off you go.

Arrive at the venue for your presentation early




Doing this ahead of the day means you are more likely to remember everything you need. Great.

On the morning of your presentation work through your checklist





Before beginning breathe and exhale slowly whilst visualising yourself performing brilliantly
Smile to yourself – physiologically this sends signals to your brain that you’re confident and happy
Remember that you are – because you did your prep good and proper!

Don’t give out any hand-outs you may have prepared during your presentation



If you do, you lose control of the presentation.
Keep control by keeping the audience waiting for hand-outs, until ideally after...

Answering Questions???





The trick here is to communicate to the person asking the question that you value them
You do this by listening intently, and answering their question with open sincerity and calmness.
Doing this puts off any potential ‘smart Alec’ who likes asking questions just to see how you respond .

Close the Presentation Professionally




In a polite tone, ask if there are any more questions – don’t wait.













Thank the audience for listening.
If you have any hand-outs, this is the perfect time to circulate them.
It’s a good way to finish on time and stop any further lingering questions.
It also signals the perfect end to a perfect presentation. Great job  Well done!
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Template 14A. The Fabulous Five Cognitive Ability Tests Essential Tricks
Solution-Finding Trick #1: Code-Breaker
F I S H = 42

BEAR=?

How do you crack it?
Easy! Using the crib below to find the numerical value of each letter then add the letters together
A B C D E F G H I J
1

2 3

4

5 6

K

L M N O P Q R S T

U

V

W X Y Z

7 8 9 10 11 12 13 14 15 16 17 18 19 20 21 22 23 24 25 26

Solution-Finding Trick #2: Like for Like ‘Association’ Game
Complete the following by checking the option a, b, c or d in each case
Example: Cheetah is to spots, as Zebra is to: a) tomatoes  b) door  c) stripes  d) rabbit 
Why is the right answer c? Logically the association is animal furs: Cheetahs have spots, Zebra’s stripes
Now try this next one on your own:
Rabbit is to carrot, as mouse is to: a) kitchen  b) cheese  c) mountain  d) donkey 
Hint: the association is food. Rabbits eat lots of foods; carrots are just one. Mice ‘allegedly’ eat lots of which food?

Solution Finding Trick #3: Patterns
Example: Study the THREE lines of shapes below: What pattern do you find recurring each time?

1.

2.

3.

?

What goes in the missing space to make the pattern complete? Two squares. Why?
Helpful Hint : Each shape has appeared on each line as either standing on its own, in a two, or
three formation. Except for the squares. They haven’t appeared in a two yet. There’s the answer!

Okay, now using different shapes, create some brainteaser patterns like this of your own!
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Template 14B. The Fabulous Five Cognitive Ability Test Essential Tricks
Solution Finding Trick 4: Spotting the Odd One Out! Ha!
Remember to ‘Relax, Rattle and Roll’ as you Solution Find the Odd Ones Out Below:

Example: Check which is the odd one out

PELAP 

RONEAG

EPACH



SAIDY



Helpful Hint  To find the solution here, there’s another trick. It’s called scrambling. Unscramble
all four words and you will find that the first three spell the words of three fruits: apple, orange,
peach. Whereas the last word unscrambles to make the word daisy – a flower – the odd one out!

Use the unscrambling trick and find the odd one out for these next example yourselves.
Answer is at the bottom of the page – but no cheating – you can do this!

HELDI



SAPIR



TOGA



KAJARAT 

Answer at bottom inversed in actual published copy: BIRBAT is the odd one out. Unscrambled it spells
the animal name: goat; whereas all the other words unscrambled are world cities: Delhi; Paris; Jakarta.
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Template 14C. The Fabulous Five: Cognitive Ability Tests Essential Tricks
Solution Finding Trick #5: Advanced Code Cracker Par Excellence!



This trick focuses our attention on finding relationships between things – even when the relationship is
much less obvious to us, than those solutions we found in the previous tricks.
Here’s where you become an advanced code cracker. Find the relationships. Bingo! You find the solution!

Sports Car Challenge
Which number completes the Mercedes registration plate?

Porche

Jaguar

Mercedes

Helpful Hint : Remember from the Trick #1, letters can be numbers. Remember too no one said
we couldn’t add, and/or multiply numbers; there is no rule. Find relationships, find the solution.
Answer (inverted of course at bottom of page in the publication): How to crack it; using the alphabet to numbers
guide from Trick 1, first find and add together the numerical value of the two letters on the registration plate, then multiply by the

numerical value of the first letter of the make of the car: M for Mercedes. Hey presto you found the answer: 234. I once set this
challenge to some brilliant maths teachers; it drove them nuts until I told them the hint I shared with you. It’s just a trick! Now
you know it. Don’t stop here! Go create more sports car ‘registration numbers’ – making formulae of your own. Well done! 
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Template 15: Fear is So Silly and Wobbly – I Can Eat It!

Eat me and I don’t exist!

Now have fun creating your own face of jello fear at home, using fruit and/or candy pieces,
Add some whipped cream, tuck in and enjoy – and your fear has gone! You just ate it!
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Template 16: The Winning Cycle of Competition

1. Competition is a natural
part of being human: it
makes us stronger, faster,
better...

5. The more chances you
have of winning, the more
successful you will be 

4
4. The more you compete the
better you get at it...
The more more chances you
have of winning 







2. Olympics to maths, music
or cookery - whatever your
rainbow of gifts, this is true



3. Without competition none
of us would be able to show
how brilliant we each are 

Competition is a healthy and natural human endeavour from sport to business
It is enjoyable and rewarding – once you respect the natural benefits of it!
Trace your finger round the cycle to begin learning these benefits for yourself
As you do, discuss the merits and benefits of competing, for you personally
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Template 17. I Know How to Conquer Competitions: With a Winner’s Mind Set
AFFIRMATION

 I prepare for the competition with focused study and practice  
 I believe in the personal power of my rainbow of gifts

 Before I apply any of my gifts to a competition, I visualise myself winning.

VISUALISATION







I close my eyes and paint a vivid picture of the great day I win.
From the colours and sounds and face of the people I see
I paint my picture of success in my mind’s eye
I see myself smiling triumphantly and feeling really happy!
Like a prize fighter, in my mind’s eye I have already won before I step into the ring!

DECLARATION



 I have many gifts that make me a World Winner. I can handle any and all
competition because I have the winner’s mind-set. I know how to win and I can!

Signed………………………………………

Three Cheers for Me! Hurrah! Hurrah! Hurrah!
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Template 18. Helping Your Child Achieve Exam Excellence



Alongside study. Your child needs a strategy to achieve exam excellence. Here it is.
Detailed guidance on each strategic point is given in the corresponding activity. As you
progress through each one, space is provided for your child to make their own notes.

#1: Become an Exam Super Sleuth



Personal Notes……………………………………………………………………………………………………..
…………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………
…………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………

#2: ‘Get Inside’ the Exam’s Mind Set and Lay Out



Personal Notes……………………………………………………………………………………………………..
…………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………
…………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………

#3: Find out Precisely How the Exam is Marked



Personal Notes………………………………………………………………………………………………………
………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………….
………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………….

#4: Wrack Your Teacher’s Brains – Professionally Of Course!



Personal Notes…………………………………………………………………………………………………….
………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………..
………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………..

#5: Don’t Just Get Past Papers – Get a Stop Watch and Go for Academic Gold!



Personal Notes…………………………………………………………………………………………………….

………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………..
………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………..
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Template 19. Report Card Education-Speak De-Coded

‘Could Do Better’
 Frequently used, this phrase on its own, doesn’t tell you or your child anything! Unless a
precise example is shown or referred to. Your child is left without a clue as to how exactly
they can indeed do better. Find out exactly what the teacher means by arranging a
meeting to ascertain this this. Do they mean better written work? Better focus in class?
Better exam grade? Better what? Find the answers to these question and you child can
indeed improve their performance and do a lot better!

‘A Good Effort’
 Most commonly used when a child just missed the top grade in an exam. Whilst this
praises your child’s efforts, it doesn’t tell you what your child needs to do to ace in the
exam next time. Either arrange a meeting with your child’s teacher to ask this question
and/or let your child ask their teacher directly, so they can get to work on the areas they
need to, in order to ace a future exam in that topic and/or subject area.

‘Average Ability’
 Scientifically there is no such thing as an average person. Every child is an original, a
special V.I.P. If you ever see the words above in a school report. What the teacher is
referring to are the laws of statistics in data pertaining to averages in exam grades. All
such statistics completely overlook the fact that your child CAN improve their academic
performance. In which case you need to make that the focus of your next parent-teacher
meeting.

‘Easily Distracted’
 This can be for a variety of reasons: is it due to another child who sits next to yours? In
which case, the application of simple classroom management, via a re-arrangement of
seating can remedy this. Or is it that your child has a low boredom threshold and is bored
witless? If you suspect this may be the reason go to Trouble-Shooter #3 – now!

‘Excellent’
 Self-explanatory! If it ain’t broken, don’t fix it! Keep on doing what you are doing. Don’t change it!

Fast Expert Advice:



If you feel that having read your child’s report card, the comments are too vague, and you
require more clarity to address issues raised properly. Then go now to World Winners Part II:
Template 2 which gives you expert guidance on how to have a successful meeting with your
child’s teacher.

World Winners Part II



Template 20A. How to Change Sets Upward Successfully!
Step 1. Locate root causes: discuss with your child how they ended up in the ‘wrong set’

Step 2. Strategy: when is the next class test is coming up? Work with your child to ace that test!

Step 3. Portfolio: focus with your child on how to create a great portfolio of work in this subject

Step 4. Cognitive Ability Tests: if a test was used to ‘set’ your child. Find out what it was.
Let your child to practice exemplars of the test until they are confident they can ace it.

Step 5. Evidence base: the ability to present your case successfully



Combining each of the above you now have the grounds for a strong evidence base to

present your case to your child’s teacher/school for your child to be moved up a set.


You’re ready for Template 20B; set up a meeting with your child’s teacher about moving up!
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Template20B. Focussed Parent-Teacher Meet: We’re Moving Up!
Step 6. At the meeting present the following evidence to the teacher warmly and calmly:


where relevant, recent new cognitive ability test scores your child has achieved



supporting evidence of your child’s great portfolio of work in the subject area

Step 7. Make the reasonable request pleasantly but firmly:


Given the excellent evidence you have presented



Clear is that your child is ready to move up a set

Step 8. Remain silent.


Just as if someone gave you a decision to make you would want to think it over



Not rushing the teacher will give him/her time to consider the evidence positively



Wait for the teacher’s response.

Step 9. Work logically with due process.


Often if they have the autonomy to do so, a teacher may make a decision to move your
child up on the spot. Great!



Alternatively, they may have to consult peers and/or superiors in the school before
moving your child up a set. If they have to do this. Let them go through due process.



End the meeting amicably and await their final decision

Step 10. The decision arrives.


If you like the decision and your child is rightly being moved up a set. Congratulations!



If not. Do not give up. Set a meeting with the Principal. Continue building up your child’s
knowledge and test scores. So that it’s clear to all; it’s time to move your child up a set!
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Template 20C. Special Needs Special Strategy Moving Up Sets
Step 1. Find out: was your child given the most appropriate/fair Cognitive Ability Test?


You already know from Part II that not all cognitive ability tests are designed the same way. A test
which is pattern rather than word based will be fairer in the case of a student with dyslexia.



Find out what kind of test your child had, if any, and whether these types of factors were taken
into consideration at that time.



At this point, I do not advise bringing in a third party to do any testing on your child. It can be
costly and fruitless. Instead focus on Step 2. Instant proof of their ability is in their work.

Step 2. You will need an Impressive Portfolio of Evidence


It is just as, if not more important for a child with special needs to build up an impressive portfolio
of work in the subject area concerned.



Often minus the distractions of class/peers etc. A child with special needs will produce fabulous
work at home. Put all this work into a portfolio ready to present your evidence and case later.



Give your child plenty of time to amass this great portfolio of work in the subject area before
setting up any meeting with their teacher.

Step 3. How to Win at the Meeting


Don’t assume that every teacher fully understands your child’s condition



If you find yourself educating them on the limits of cognitive ability tests in the case of your child
and their precise condition. Do this warmly and calmly.



Make your aim to focus your child’s teacher on your child’s impressive portfolio of work.



From that a teacher has the fullest opportunity to see for him/herself you child needs to move up



Even if you find it is the schools policy to keep all children with special needs in a particular set.
You have evidenced with that portfolio grounds for the fact that your child is under-challenged.



You and your child’s teacher can then focus on making sure your child is appropriately
challenged. For further guidance on that see Template 21!



Either way you and your child win. Well done!

Personal/Further Notes:
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Template  21: From Bored Witless to Focussed World Winner Again!
1. Symptom Spotting




Check ‘rash’ of boredom symptoms in the situation room summary.
Make notes then move to the In Depth Diagnosis.

…………………………………………………………………………………………………………………….
…………………………………………………………………………………………………………………….
…………………………………………………………………………………………………………………….
…………………………………………………………………………………………………………………….

2. In-Depth Diagnosis: What’s happening and why?





Work through guidance notes in the text to find out when boredom sets in and why
Discuss with your child and make notes on this.
Move to the Practical Solution and Strategies.

…...............................................................................................................................................................
………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………
………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………
……………………………………………………………………………………………………………………….
……………………………………………………………………………………………………………………….
……………………………………………………………………………………………………………………….
3. Practical Strategies to See My Child Focussed and Winning Again






Consult the different practical solutions and strategies in the corresponding text.
Discuss and select with your child strategies that will work best for them personally.
Write them down to create a plan of action. Then do it!

………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………..
………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………..
………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………..

………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………..
………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………..
………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………..
………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………..
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Template 22A: My Mind’s Switched onto Maths Again. This Feels Great!
Step #1: What Every Great Mathematician Knows:
Take charge of your maths, you take the fear out of it, by making it work for you personally.


Remember from Part I Nobel Prize Winner John Nash used china pens to write his maths on windows.
Inventors across the arts and sciences often put their maths next to, or inside drawings of new designs.



Choose one of these familiar formulas from your maths at school and make it your own NOW using your own
colours, artistic flair, or a plastic mirror (for safety) to write it on in china pens:
2

2

a +b =c

2

A=π r

2

Inspirational idea: use the back of old CDs to create a memorable visual application image of

IIr

Step #2: My Maths My Dreams:
Reconnect with Maths at a the Ultra-Personal Level


Take a moment to discuss openly with your child the many ways maths study helps them achieve their
dreams as a unique person with their own rainbow of gifts and ambitions.



Set your watch for 3 minutes then go! Invite your fabulous child to list three ways maths study helps them
personally to achieve their dreams in the cloud below:

THREE ways Maths helps me achieve my personal dreams:
1.……………………………………………………………………………………………………….
2. ……………………………………………………………………………………………………...
3. ………………………………………………………………………………………………………

Step #3: Create an action plan to start acing maths again


Do you need to set a meeting with the teacher? (Go to Template 22B). Do you need to hire a tutor? (Revisit
Chapter 9 hiring tutors). Create your plan together and then do it.

Congratulations: you are now back on the winning track to success in Mathematics!
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Template 22B. Parent-Teacher Meet: Focus Maths
Use the guided questions below to keep the meeting focussed, fruitful and professional:
Which areas of Maths do you think my child needs to focus upon to improve?
Notes:

What strategies are you using now/or plan to use in future to help my child do this?
Notes:

If current strategy in place: How long have they been in place? With what success?
Notes:

If future strategies are planned: When will these start? How long before you see a result?
Notes:

What specifically can you do at home to help your child with their Maths?
Notes:

If there are upcoming tests – what is/are the main area(s) of focus?
Notes:

What does my child need to be focussing on particularly for his/her success in the test?
Notes:

When can we next meet again to review progress? Set Date:………………………………….
Thank the teacher for their time as always, end the meeting professionally and amicably
and work methodically, from the informed standpoint you now have, to the review date.

At Review: should your child be performing at their best in Math then the mission is complete.
Should this not be the case, you have a solid platform now to ensure you waste no time working
with your child’s teacher to put a new, effective strategy in place to help your child win again .

Dr Bernadette Tynan ©

Template 23A.

My Great BIG Word of the Week

Want to make spelling exciting and expand your child’s vocabulary weekly? Here’s how to do it.

…………………………………………………………………………………………………………..
My Great Big Word of the Week

There’s great big world of words out there, grow your vocabulary and use them!
My Great Big Word this Week Is:

My THREE eccentric and funny sentences using my new big word of the week:
1. …………………………………………………………………………………………………………..
2. …………………………………………………………………………………………………………..
3. …………………………………………………………………………………………………………..
……………………………………………………………………………………………………………
Prep: you need dry-glue stick, a pack of your child’s favourite stickers, coloured pens, dictionary, star
stickers/glitter, fridge magnet, scarf you can use as a blind-fold. NB: Download/print off multiple hard copies for use
over the coming weeks, making this a regular, fun and effective vocabulary builder for your child.
Step #1. Tell your child rote learning is one way to learn new words. This is more personalised and fun!
Step #2. Invite your child to choose their Great Big Word of the Week from a personal passion.




For example: this could be prestige cars as in Template 23B, travel, sports or business.
Or your child can discover their big word of the week via surprise game. Blind-fold they alight upon a dictionary
page, then select the word that intrigues them most, just as soon as they clap eyes on it!

Step #3. Invite your child to go wild making this word their own. As in the example in 23B.

Step #4. Create THREE sentences using this word; the more eccentric, funnier, the better for the brain!
Step #5. Pop the whole Template on the fridge. Then keep using the word in conversation all week long!
Step #6. Repeat steps weekly, letting your child move from words linked to personal passions to the wider world of
words of interest to them from for example social media, global news items and so on.

Dr Bernadette Tynan ©

Template 23B: Exemplar to Inspire Your Own Child’s Ideas at Home
My Great Big Word of the Week

There’s great big world of words out there, grow your vocabulary and use them!

My Great Big Word this Week Is:

My THREE eccentric and funny sentences using my new big word of the week:
1. When I told my friend I had a Lamborghini they thought it was a kind of cat!
……………………………………………………………………………………………………………..
2. Lamborghini aren’t always sports cars they can be tractors too, it’s true!
……………………………………………………………………………………………………………..
3. My grandma says she loves all operas, including Lamborghini; I need to explain…
…………………………………………………………………………………………………………….
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Template 24. In Class: Developing Innovative Thinking in Academic Topics


If your child is in the correct set, getting the appropriate level of challenge and acing an academic
topic regularly, developing their innovative thinking in this area is an easy thing to do.



For all the reasons we discussed in Part I, developing innovative thinking may not be a curricular
priority – even if many teachers wish it were. Meantime, here are some strategies your child can use
to develop their innovative thinking in any academic subject area they have mastered.

Strategy 1: What If?
Sometimes a teacher will have set an extension question for your child in class, - that’s great. Where this
hasn’t occurred your child can politely and enthusiastically ask their teacher to set them an open ended
question to engage their innovative thinking. For example, simply by putting the words ‘what if’ in front of
a question, makes it open ended rather than closed – leaving lots of room for innovative thinking!

Here are some examples:

What if we changed the value of y in this algebraic equation?

What if Shakespeare had ended the play Hamlet differently?
Strategy 2: The Power of Diversity
Bringing in ideas from other subject areas can be fun and lead to innovative thinking. It is also common
practice in the world’s most successful and innovative businesses. For example, by looking at car design
from a child’s point of view, innovative ways of thinking can occur. Any time they find themselves with 5
minutes to spare at the end of a lesson. You child can learn to do this and so develop their innovative
thinking by viewing a topic mastered from a diverse angle.

Here are some examples:

How would listening to those who are colour-blind change designs in city planning?
How would the input of children benefit architectural design of future schools?
Strategy 3: Astrocyte Global Vision ® ©

TM

Where your child has mastered a topic and has already begun to think innovatively about it. Whenever
they have finished early the set tasks in class. They can practise honing their innovative thinking ready
for an even more globally inter-connected future by applying Astrocyte Global Vision they learned in Part
I. If you feel this is your child:

☼

Revise Astrocyte Global Vision from Part I with your child. Including protection of their
ideas!

☼ As we agreed in Part I: great innovative ideas are not predicated by age!
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Template 25. At Home: Holistic Development of Innovative Thinking
 Established in Part I is that your child’s individual DNA rainbow of gifts, combined with their
own personal experiences that shape their unique mind, combine to give your child
something brilliant and valuable. A powerful, imaginative, highly personal lens rooted in their
own gifts as a unique person. Via which they can view any topic they have mastered: be it
academic or otherwise, from different angles, and come up with innovative fresh ideas!
 Combine this personal lens with the increase knowledge and experiences they accrue at
school and in life. And their ability to come up with fresh ideas is multiplied. All this is
required is for your child to practise applying all this mental power they have. My World of
Innovation through My Unique Looking Glass is a simple tool designed to empower your
child to do this. Via systematically encouraging your child to develop their innovative thinking
holistically. It’s easy, fun and can be done anywhere. Once your child knows how to do this
for themselves…

My World of Innovation through My Unique Looking Glass!

1. Choose any
topic: ask
yourself which
facts you
learnd about it
fascinate you
most?

2. Choose one
of your DNA
rainbow of gifts
to view the
topic through
your unique
looking glass!

3. What great
fresh ideas
spring to mind
when you do
this? Make a
list.

4. Apply your
Astrocyte
Global Vision
and make a
note in your
World Winners
Plan of all your
great ideas!

Practical examples to get you started:

☼Your child has just learned coding at school. A natural entrepreneur they will have many new
innovative ideas on how to apply this in diverse contexts, outside what they learned at school…

☼Your child learned about a battle in history. For a child with leadership in their DNA rainbow of
gifts, the facts they learned, plus the ability to view this through the lens of this natural gift will
generate innovative ideas, from futures business practice to conflict resolution.
☼Your child read and studied a novel in class, with a moral message. For a child with inventor
in their rainbow, this may have prompted them to think innovatively about science and ethics.
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Template 26. Problem? Use the Listening Cycle to Fix it Fast and Easy!
 From problems of the heart to hormones, to a whole host of perennial as well as 21C
issues that can plague our children. All problems can be worked though effectively, with
this technique.

 You can use this technique whenever you need to. In the car, on the train, the plane!
Anywhere.

 It all starts with one simple but powerful act: listening, then follow the logic of the
professional cycle below to solve it!

1. Listen to your
child...

7. Sleep on it!
Then put your
action plan in
place to resolve
the issue.
Well done!

2. Acknowlege
the problem.
But don't pass
judgement...

6.
Don't push for
solutions. Get
some fresh air,
chill out and
discuss solutions
together...

3. Be patient,
your child may
want to keep
telling you the
same thing over
and over...
5. When you
feel your child
has it all out of
their system...
give them a hug!
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Template 27: World Winners are Money Intelligent – That’s Why We Are!
$ For this you will need: a sandwich cake, coffee/tea and napkins, 20 mins. with your child.
Plus, the last high end ticket item you purchased for your child, easily to hand…$
$$$ Cut the cake into four pieces. Offer one piece to your child $$$


Before they eat it, tell them that you bought that piece with a credit card. This means the credit card company
get to eat the rest of the cake not you or them. Discuss this.



Close the conversation by asking your child: now can you see credit cards are dumb?

Credit
Card's
Piece
of cake
Your
piece
of
cake
Credit
Card's
Piece
of cake
My
piece
of
cake
Is this smart? Duh? 

$$$ Now tell your child they can relax: you bought the cake with cash – it’s all theirs $$$


Enjoy eating another piece each together. Tell them when they a money intelligent they can have ALL their
cake and eat it!



Close the conversation by asking your child: which do you want to be money smart or dumb?
$$$ From Magic Money to Real Money – How Money is Made $$$



Point to the last high end ticket item you bought for your child and how much it cost. Tell your son/daughter it
was your pleasure to buy this for them. Ask your child: how many hours work you needed to pay for the item.
Give them your hourly wage/fee. Let them figure it out.



Be prepared for a light bulb moment as they realise how much effort it takes to accrue money.



Inform your child that you are putting them in charge of the next family outing/celebration/weekend away. Give
them a budget. Ask them to find the best deal. With a bonus award thrown in: you will give them money toward
their savings account and/or next birthday present if they get a great deal!

End your 21C Money Intelligent cake and coffee chat with this affirmation and high five



Credit Card Love is So Last Season! We Do Futures, Smarter Money Intelligent Love!
$$$ $$$ $$$ $$$ $$$ $$$ $$$ $$$ $$$
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Template 28A: 21C World Winner’s Survival Guide to Planet Virtual
Part I Dealing with Cowards Otherwise Known as Cyberbullies


Rule#1: Always think about Cyberbullies as they are: Cowards with a capital C.
Rule#2: Remember you must be brilliant for a cyberbully to pick on you. Why?

Rule #3: Because being failures themselves, that’s what makes them pick on you.
There is another way to put this: you are better than them – never forget it! 

Rule #4: Cyberbullies are nearly always someone you know. Choose friends carefully.

Rule #5: If a ‘friend’ tries to take pictures of you that make you look daft. Avoid them.

Rule #6: Hang out with friends that aren’t busy making ‘dossiers’ of you for on-line view.

Rule #7: If any kinds of personal threats are made on-line. Let your school, parents and
police know. Laws in UK and Europe are already making strides to end cyberbullying.

Rule #8: Seek legal advice if things still don’t desist.

Rule #9: Usually a post on-line to say you are doing this is sufficient to put most
cowardly nutcases off. If it doesn’t persist with your case; you will nail the perpetrators.

Rule #10: Never give in to mind-games. Remember Rule#1: cyberbullies ARE sad
cowards.
You are, and always will be, BETTER than them. You win. Period.
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Template 28 B: 21C World Winner’s Survival Guide to Planet Virtual

 Part II: Beware Mind-Jackers 

Your brain is yours, precious, unique, beautiful and free – keep it that way!
Learn the signs of Mind-Jackers in all the guises they appear on-line



Mind-Jackers are nosy: they want to know all about you. The more they know the
more vulnerable you are. Don’t play their game. Tell them nothing about yourself.



Mind-Jackers don’t care about your wellbeing. Only how to profit from your mind.



Mind-Jackers have their own toxic agenda. They don’t cherish your life or dreams.



Mind-Jackers want to trade your mind’s liberty for a form of slavery – no fun at all!



Mind-Jackers make money by making you do things you don’t want to. Don’t do it!

Outsmart the Mind-Jackers! And You Win…Again! 
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Template 28C: 21C World Winner’s Survival Guide to Planet Virtual
Part III: Know Your Personal Data as Currency NOT for Sale!


Our children have grown up with the concept of ‘free websites’ and services



There is and never has been any such thing in life, business or the net.



This generation need to know that in exchange for ‘free’ the folk who run these sites make
money out of the sale of their personal data. Data is money. Period.

Do the Digital Peel
}

/ / ToString - - Stringify the bank account.

{

return String.Format (“{0} – n{1:C)”, *

* Bank coding courtesy C# 5.0 © All rights reserved
Show your child who’s watching when you peel the screen back on a ‘free’ website…

Here's one pair
of eyes you can't
see



Hi, you can't see
me, mind if I
make money
from your data?

Here's another
pair of eyes
watching you





Here's innocent you
visiting your 'free'
website


Gosh! There's
loads of hidden
eyes watching
me now!



Yikes! More eyes
watching? This is
creepy!!!

Yep, there's
dozens of eyes
watching ...











If you are able, or you know someone who can, show your child the real McCoy digital version of this, as you
peel back the digital veneer. It’s creepy!
You and your child will see a hive of eyes trained on you and your on-screen movement. If you can’t do this
tech-wise. The image above will suffice. Once your child has experienced this image and or a real digital peel.
Trust me, your will never visit a ‘free’ website again in quite the same innocent way they did before.
Discuss this reality of internet business. Being savvy means there is no free! Only data collection! Mission
accomplished give me a well-earned high five! I am proud of you both! 
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Template 28D: 21C World Winner’s Survival Guide to Planet Virtual
Part IV: My Privacy Isn’t a Sin!
It’s an Essential Part of Being a Happy Human Being!
Big Cats Do It; Birds Do It; Even Our Pets Do It! Like us, they enjoy their private space!

o No matter what buddies do; don’t be pressured into sharing every detail of your life on-line!
o As with our fellow animals on Earth, private times are essential to our mind’s happiness
o Treasure your private times with your family and or the time you need to think alone….
o This is a natural key to healthy mind, body and liberty as a smart, unique human being!
o Remember you’re a World Winner not a Sheeple…
It’s More Than Okay to Protect Your Privacy on Planet Virtual!
A 21C World Winner, enjoy all the benefits that being smart with privacy on-line brings!

Congratulations! You Have Now Completed the Survival Guide to Planet Virtual!
 Live well, healthy and be happy on-line and off! 
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Template 29: World Winners Jet-Setter New School Checklist



 Curriculum: Continuity or Change for Your Child? 
INTEL: Find out immediately. If the answer is ‘change’, don’t wait for your child to fall behind. They need to know
now what they need to focus on and catch up on.

 Exams: International Baccalaureate? ‘Same as home’ or different? 
INTEL: If the new school is operating a different exam sysatem than your child is already used to, you need to find
out how different and how they can and should prepare.

 Clubs: what clubs are available for your child? 
INTEL: Even where it is for example an international school, with an ever transient population of children and
families, settling in as the ‘new kid’ can be a challenge. Clubs are a great way to catalyse and facilitate the settling
in process, as well as cultivate existing and/or new strenghts and interests. From chess to deep sea diving to
astronomy!

 Pastoral school contact for your child: who is it? 
INTEL: Within the organizational structure of a school, there is usually a member of staff with responsibility for
pastoral care. Sometimes schools operate a house system, where children area appointed pastoral staff according
to their house name: such as Kestrel, Eagle, or Falcon… In other types of school, the pastoral contact may be the
head of year, and/or the school’s chaplain for example. Find out how pastoral care works in your child’s new
school and become acquainted with the pastoral staff member responsible. To set up a positive line of
communication and also assist in ensuring your child’s wellbeing is looked after as they settle in – all important in
the first few weeks.

 Any religious and/or cultural observances your child needs to know about? 
INTEL: Many international schools, in accordance with the cosmopolitan population of students in their care, reflect
this admirably in school policy. For example as a happy expat kid in Dubai, I enjoyed wearing a kaftan to school,
alongside my Christian cross. At the same time, thanks to my school, as well as my parents, Dubai opened my
mind to a fantastic wealth of cultural diversity, as well as special religious festivals and celebrations. When in Rome
do as the romans do! Familiarise your child with any cultural observances and you enrich their education even
further, opening up new global windows via which your worldly child can now view the world. A great privilege.

 Which set has your child been put into? Is it the right one? 
INTEL: As you know ‘setting’ is an establish school management practice across the world. However, if there is a
massive difference in curricular design and content. Suddenly, your child can find s/he is in a lower set for example
than they are used to. Not because their ability has changed, just the curriculum! Discuss this with your child. If
both you and your son/daughter aren’t happy, consult Template 20A earlier, and raise this at the next parent
meeting.

 Special Needs Provision? Happy with it? 
INTEL: If your child requires this, as you have probably experienced, provision can be patchy and inconsistent. To
maintain your child’s progress and success, find out how the school approaches this. Should you locate any gaps
in provision you are not happy with. Seek to fill these immediately with a private, suitably qualified tutor.

 Parent’s Day/Evenings: When is the first one coming up? 
INTEL: Being an expat, it’s not unusual to arrive mid-term. You can easily miss a parent’s evening, or if you are
quick to find out, you can be just in time to catch one! And with the benefit of this checklist arrive prepared to get
the best out of the evening and the new school for your fabulous child. Good for you! Happy jet-setting to you and
your child!
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Template 30a: My Prep for a Great University Interview Day




1. From body language, to chosen subject and university – I know my stuff!






2. I know how to dress for academic success


3. I avoid being a ‘sweaty bear’ by knowing the art of a cool, dry, firm handshake




4. Right until the day I keep on reading – so I am up to date with relevant research




5. I have trained myself to speak in a confident, measured manner as winners do!




6. I talk to all the panel not just one person on it, so all the members feel engaged




7. I am ready for the unexpected – even the notorious Ivy League Springy Chair!




8. I remember to listen, think and respond to, and ask, any questions intelligently




9. Smiling’s fine – laughing loudly is not – I can do that after I am in!!!




10. I know how to ‘close’ the interview in a winning manner
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Template 30b. Today is My University Interview Day: It’s Going to be Good!
Here’s how I know why…

1.  I already found out where I am going and where I have to be – exactly

2.  Before I set off I make sure I have everything I need
3.  I check myself in the mirror: I am ready to go and win







4.  I am prompt: I’ve given myself a few minutes extra to freshen up



5.  I am in a relaxed, yet alert and confident state – ready for anything



6.  Before I go in, I remember to take a few deep breathes to calm me



7.  Cocky loses. Confident wins. When I walk in they see a confident, calm winner



8.  I am ready to put all my preparation and training into practice and win my place


9.  I believe in me and all my ability. I know I can do this

10.  This will be great interview! High, dry, cool, calm five!
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Template $1a: The Winner Rookie’s Golden Three
1. Talent + Mega-Enthusiasm + CDA
Q: What’s CDA?
A: CAN DO ATTITUDE!
Q: Why is CDA as important as talent and mega-enthusiasm?
A: An employer, myself included has often chosen an employee with this quality over candidates who look
great on paper but IRL don’t respect the power of a can do attitude in business. It gets things done.
Botswana to Bristol. That’s what business wants. Cultivate your CDA! You win – everyone wins.

Rookie Golden Rule #1
Be a candidate with CAN DO ATTITUDE, Can do Rookies are winners because they enrich
businesses with a positive, helpful, upbeat vibe. Irresistible to customers and employers. Being a
Rookie with CDA also wins you opportunities for faster business promotion! Go do. Go win.

2. Come in Houston! Realise Your Power of Communication
Q: How do I realise my power of communication?
A: From the how you introduce yourself at interview, to how you interact with customers. Business wants
to see you are skilled and confident communicator. Become one.
Q: Why is it so important that I do?
A: You are the face and voice of their business on the net, phone, soon b2b holograms or f2f outside as a
part of their sales force. Customers = oxygen supply of business, how you interact with them is priceless.

Rookie Golden Rule#2
Become a skilled and confident communicator using the steps in Part III of this World Winner’s
Programme. Even those born gifted communicators can benefit from learning the tricks of great
business communication skills to excel faster. You will soon have all those tricks and reap the
benefits for yourself in the business world.

3. Winner Rookies are Masters of Business Meets and Interviews
Q: What do Winner Rookies do that’s so great at business meets and interviews?
A: You’ll soon find out here in Part III so you can be a master too!

Rookie Golden Rule #3
Business like academia has its ways. Here you will learn them just as soon as you get back to
Part III Chapter 1 and start. See you there…don’t be late! Billionaire business brains don’t do late
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Template $1b: Instant Winner Business Communicator
 Read the text to find the answers and become a great business communicator
Body Language Means Business

£ $ ¥

1. What should you avoid doing during an interview or business meet?



a)  Touching your nose b)  Touching your mouth c)  Touching your ears d)  All of these
2. Women pick up more from body language within seconds, than men do: True  False 
3. Where should you keep your focus and gaze at all times?
a)  Your shoes b)  the interviewer/employer c)  your watch
4. What does either you or another person crossing their arms signal?
a)  Happiness b)  Sadness c)  Defensiveness
5. What should you never do in a business interview? Unless familiar with the employer?
a)  Laugh b)  Sneeze c)  Blow your nose
6. Complete the sentence: Remember to breathe and………………………………………..
Dressing for Business Success



7. Check the items that would feature to dress for business success in Silicon Valley
a)  Traditional business suit b)  Pinstripe suit and bowler hat c)  Sneakers d)  T-shirt
8. You go for interview to a 5 Star global hotel group; what do you wear to fit with the ‘tribe’?
a)  jeans b)  trainers c)  business suit d)  your favourite old baseball cap
9. A trendy new fashion store is hiring in a prestige location in town, to win the job you wear
a)  either an item its own brand collection or if cost an issue this season’s ‘must have’ fashion
accessory
b)  that sweater grandma knitted you for Christmas with two fat reindeer and a mince pie on it.
c)  your scuba diving gear

 
List 6 global companies from different business sectors, eg: banking, law, airlines. Visit their
website. Explore similarities and diversity in how their personnel are dressed to represent them.
Manners, Monkeys and Us
10.What word, beginning with E separates man from monkey and distinguishes a Winner
Rookie?

E……………………………………
‘The Sweetner’: A polite deal for Winning Team you at home: each time you use courtesy words at home
you put a pound; dollar; frank; yuan coin in a ‘piggy bank’. After two weeks buy yourself a treat with the
funds.
Answers (in reverse in published version): 1d; 2True; 3b; 4c; 5a; 6 and…not rush your words; 7c and d; 8c; 9a; 10 Etiquette.
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Template $1c: The Winner Rookie’s Business Handshake

The employer reaches out to shake your hand at the beginning of the business
interview…
Enact the THREE things you then do that distinguish you with a Winner Rookie
Handshake

1Q: Cultural diversity and handshakes in a 21C global business context: what should you know?

A: …………………………………………………………………………………………………………..

The Winner Rookies End of Interview Handshake
2Q: How do you ensure your palms are always dry from first handshake to end of meeting one?
A: If you know the answer great. If not check out Part II ‘sweaty bears’ and how to be cool
instead!

Your closing handshake should be as confident as your opening one
Imagine and practice walking into the employer’s office for interview and beginning and ending
the interview brilliantly. Use text guidance to make yourself at familiar and easy with it all. From
your demeanour when you walk in to that parting, confident, firm handshake, as you leave.


3Q: How do Winner’s handle Business ‘Power’ Handshakes? A: Visit this icon and text to find
out.
Answers: (in reverse in published version): 1A: whilst Western handshakes are popular there are cultural differences to note and learn from – if
you answered this in your own words you got it right! 2A: always take a second to discreetly wipe your palm on the inside of a pocket or jacket
for example; 3A: Recognize it for what it is, don’t be intimidated; show know pain or discomfort whatsoever; squeeze their hand harder; take the
war to the perpetrator: smiling confidently, squeeze their hand harder looking straight into the their eyes.
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Template $1d.

In the Hot Seat?

How to Sit Pretty and Above All Smart!

Inwardly think ‘big cat’: I look cool, calm and collected, but I am ready for anything in this
interview!

Q1: How should you be sat at the beginning of the interview?
a)  Back comfortable and straight in the seat of the chair b)  Slouching c)  On the edge of the chair
Q2: Where should your hands and arms be?
a)  You’re sat on them b)  inside your pockets if you have any c)  resting on the sides of chair or on
lap
Q3: Read employer/interviewer signals: what does it mean if s/he leans forwards whilst you talk?
A: ……………………………………………………………………………………………………………
Q4: What do you do if the employer/interviewer moves to the edge of their chair as they listen?
A: ……………………………………………………………………………………………………………

 Congratulations you’re a star: sitting pretty and smart! 
Answers (reversed in published version): 1a; 2c; 3A: s/he is interested/motivated by what you are saying (if you said this in your own words you
were right!). 4A: ape the employer and move to the edge your chair also (if you said this in your own words; great!). Well done.
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Template $1e. Chinese Proverb: Show Me the Head I Tell You the Tail

Check List: Know Your Business Enterprise
Researching the business you are about to have an interview with is essential for
success:


 Is there longevity in the company/job you are applying for in the context of AI?
How do they create wealth: what’s the business’s main market and income generator?
What’s the business’s best product or service right now?
What did they gross last year?
Who is the CEO? What’s her/his vision for the company?
Who are the people who will most likely be interviewing you?
What are their main strengths, interests and responsibilities?
What’s the company credo? Find out what it is and commit it to heart.


Once you’ve done your business homework visit this icon for advanced interview prep and more:


Draw up a list of intelligent business questions to ask at the upcoming interview.



Heed the advice given in the Brainbox about Tech and companies with new products



Familiarise yourself with Four Questions that can Win you the Job.

Winner Rookie – You are good to go! 
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Template $1f. World Winner’s Planet Virtual   Biz Portfolio

Step#1 Spring Clean Your On-Line Closet!


Ask yourself: what needs throwing out so I can look my smartest on-line?



Anything you can get rid of yourself – do it. It’s yours to throw out – now!

Step#2 Enrich Your Life and Others’ with Charity Challenges


Marathons to Mountain Climbing. Charity events open your mind to new horizons. Great.



Charities also link you on-line with positive, like-minded, ‘can do’ people. A win-win.

Step#3 Showcase Your Real Life Achievements and Interests Professionally


Leave it to social media and all your achievements are randomly posted on the net. Useless.



Solution? Set up your own website – they cost peanuts these days – do it



The beauty of this is that you can update it with: new charity events, achievements and future
challenges any time you wish. With many of the website packages that now exist.

Step #4: Guard your social media from Net-Crashers


Gate-crashers ruin house-parties. Net-crashers do the same thing for you on-line.



Delete negative people, friends or acquaintances from your social media accounts.



IRL, would you take this rubbish they post on-line? No. Then dump them!

Step#5: Avoid Snap-Happy ‘Mug Shot Monsters’


Some folk take delight in snapping a shot of you when you are looking your worst.



These aren’t friends; they get their kicks from making you look bad. Avoid. How?



Don’t invite them to events where you know as you relax, they start snapping.

Step #6: Set regular monthly review dates





Keep your website posted with new events and return to Step #1: feng shui any time you need to!
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Template $2a. Instant Polished Biz Netiquette


Subject Bar
Make it short and specific opening with the Re: to give it a professional feel
Opening address
In the West this is Dear or simply the name of the person £$
In the East ‘Greetings’ can often be used

¥

NB: Some people hate you using their first name in business when they don’t know you. To be safe in
first instance use their title: Mr, Ms, Dr…
Only if you are familiar with the customer/client or business associate it is courteous both in the East and
West to open the email, after the greeting with one line as in the following example: I hope that you and
your family are well
Main body of email
For clarity of communication number each important point.
NB: If the email is to a customer who needs assistance, show them you value them using helpfulness and
courtesy before you close the email: ‘Please do not hesitate to contact us if you require further assistance
and we will be happy to help. Thank you.’
The Sign Off
If you know the person and you wish to remain formal, use:
Yours sincerely,
If you don’t know the person – always remain formal, use:
Yours faithfully,
If you are familiar with the person there is a wide choice usually ranging from:
With kind regards, best wishes to warmest wishes…
NB: Kisses xxx are out…
Unless the client just made a transfer of $10,000,000.00 to your Biz Account 
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Template $2b. ‘That Thing Called a Phone’: How to Use It in 21C Business

The office phone may look like a museum piece. But its power in 21C business isn’t
Master b2b communication and where others rely too much on email – you win the
deal.
When to use the phone:


In times of fierce competition (that would be every day!) and need to win the deal – fast.



Chasing a client who hasn’t replied to email, to overcome objections and win the deal.



Calming a customer down when things go wrong – it adds a human touch in a world of AI

How to use the phone:


Don’t: just pick it up and waffle on.



Do: plan what you are going to say and why; make a ‘mission list’ as follows:



What’s the purpose of this call?



What do I need to do to be effective in this call?



Example: if it is to calm a customer – you will be caring, listen, helpful, and supportive.



Example: to overcome objections you need to know the offer that was given, so you can
identify which points to re-assure your client about, so they now want to go ahead…



Example: if it is to win in a competition with another firm, you need to be both fast and
intelligent as to what else you can do to win the deal and beat the other company.



Under pressure remain calm and courteous; smile this translates to a positive phone voice.



Remember the Big L again – the power of listening – then you can respond intelligently.

Successful in your mission; get off the line don’t let your customer/client know you are doing
this:

The client/customer doesn’t need to know! 
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Template 2$c. Understanding and Surviving the Business ‘Ecosystem’
Winner Rookies know that outside the ‘paper structure’ of an organization, is the real
one.
Understand how this works and not only do you survive, you know how to prosper in it!
Paper Biz Pyramid

Real Biz Pyramid

CE
O

Directors
Senior Managers
Dision Heads
Staff Teams
Winner Rookie
Receptionist
Janitor
Work's cat

CEO
Work'
s Cat


Janitor
Receptionist
Winner Rookie
Directors

Division Heads
Staff Teams






Spot the difference between these two versions above, of the same biz ecosystem?



Don’t know how or why this happens? Or the answers to the biz test below?



You will in minute as you visit the above icon in the text at Stage 2: Billionaire Business Brain

Winner Rookie Essential Jungle ‘Office’ Survival Skills
 What’s a facilitator and why does everyone love them in business?
 Why is setting small personal business targets as well as team ones smart in
business?
 What are the three ‘A’s’ of business?
 How does a Winner Rookie deal with the office’s self-appointed National Enquirer?
Congratulations you survived and won! 
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Template $2d. World Winner Business Presentations: The Basics
Step #1 Pinpoint the sales focus of the presentation

Step#2 Decide: what are the key features and benefits you want to ‘sell’?

Step #3 How can you sell these in a fast, dynamic way in your presentation?

Step #4 Wow Factor: begin with a fact/image to engage your audience!

Step #5 Now you are ready to create your business presentation







; including time for answering questions at the end



Remember to keep within time



Hand-outs to help sales points?

Give out after presentation to keep momentum and control

Step #6 Presentation done, rehearse it, plus answering questions at the end



Step #7 On the day: to connect fully, make eye contact with the whole audience



Now go do! Win! Sell and Celebrate!

You $ Earned It!
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Template $2e. World Winner Presentations: Focus Innovation

1. Begin with idea/concept itself

2. Move straight to the USP

3. Visit Astrocyte Global Vision ® TM Part I: Show the USP Extends Global Market

4. Whether in-house or your product demonstrate security of IP

5. Above factors ‘cleared’ bosses and/or investors are ready to hear more…

6. Begin with a wow2 ! As you talk about winning features of innovation

7. If you are doing a product illustration – make sure it works marvellously!

8. Show the math: with a thorough investment, to market return analysis

9. Know your stuff and be ready to take questions – on all of the
presentation

10. End how you began: a summary of USP and its power in the global
market.

$$$ Won the go head/investment from your presentation? Great! Go Make It Happen! $$$
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Template $3a. My Impressive Business Portfolio


Planning ahead makes it easier to move on and up – with an impressive biz portfolio



The blueprint below works with the advice in the text to empower you to do this for
yourself

$ Demonstrate the depth and breadth of your DNA rainbow of gifts by what you have achieved
$ Less savvy-bears don’t know this trick, you do, make the distinction in your portfolio between:

 What you have achieved single-handedly
 What you have achieved as part of a team 

$ Moving up after the Winner Rookie stage? No matter how humble the job you were in. What you

achieved positively, with diligence, work and a ‘can do’ spirit will always impress employers!

$ Your portfolio is not a holdall
you

It is a choice selection of what best showcases

$Thinking ahead to interview for future promotion:





If the CV is the potted history of qualifications, experience and achievements.



Your portfolio is what you can bring with you to interview to emphasise achievements.

$ Before interview think which part of your portfolio is most relevant to this position: focus on
that.

$ A good idea is to have ‘live’ examples of both team and individual achievements on your
tablet/in your briefcase. This creates relevant talking points putting you in charge of the interview
briefly.

$ All good as you are now no longer a rookie but an experienced pro and a rising star!
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Template $3b. The World Winner’s Guide to Office Parties

#1 Become ‘surgically attached’ to your glass – never let it out of your sight.
Otherwise, it’s tempting for an idiot to try and spike it. Now that won’t happen – you’re too
smart!

#2 Stick to soft drinks. Not wine – it’s likely to be the cheap stuff anyway and give
you a headache – nothing to miss there then…

#3 Avoid ‘Serial’ Monster Mug Shooters

#4 Think of yourself as a V.I.P.

on the lookout for ‘daft snaps’ of folk!

keep your head and a low profile

#5 Don’t: rely on public transport or your team of colleagues to get you home. They may be
unfit to stand up – putting it ‘nicely’.

#6 Do: pre-arrange a trusted friend, family lift, or taxi for a quick get away
# 7 Someone notice you slinking off early? Make the ‘perfect’ excuse that you have a major
pre-booked family event… then make your exit!

# 8 Safely home: relax, smile and put your feet up! You did great. Give yourself a treat!
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Template $3c: Do I Stay in My Current Business in a World of AI?



Experienced young World Winners are nimble, never complacent





Regularly ask yourself the questions below. Do MOST check positively?



If they do, you have good reason to stay in the business you are in



Answer each question honestly for the best-informed decisions



Uncertain of some answers? Go research then come back to complete

World Winner’s 21C Business Diagnostic I
Is there opportunity for you to develop your DNA rainbow of gifts in extant projects?
 No

 Don’t know

 Yes

Are there excellent chances of promotion should you seek and want it?
 No

 Don’t know

 Yes

Is the CEO/boss/management team ahead of the ‘curve’ and thinking forwards?
 No

 Don’t know

 Yes

Across departments and in all staff teams, are you rewarded for thinking innovatively?
 No

 Don’t know

 Yes

Would you say that atmosphere and morale is upbeat in your company?
 No

 Don’t know

 Yes

Is there a possibility of a pay rise any time soon due to the success of the company?
 No

 Don’t know

 Yes
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Template $3d. Time to Jump Ship? If This Describes Your Business – It Is!

Looked at the 21C Business Diagnostic I? Doesn’t sound like your
business?
World Winner’s 21C Business Diagnostic II
Company


is

losing

orders

to

competitors

that

use

robots

to

do

repetitive

tasks

Ideas offered by staff to ‘up the company’s game’ are ignored/frowned on by CEO/managers



Outlook of CEO is local never global, you and other staff worry about this



Colleagues


have

been

laid

off

as

demand

for

company

products

decreases

Only reason as a young person you feel ‘relatively’ secure is your wages are the lowest

A hard worker: you seek more opportunity to develop your talent and skills – it isn’t here



Read all the ‘signs’ above. Do most/all ‘check’ in the case of your company?

What to do Next…


As a young person there is NO future benefit in you investing more time and energy here.



This business is dead in an era of AI. It’s time to move on – as fast and smartly as you can.



You have two choices: put your head in the sand or use your time and mind more wisely…



Plan your next move - now. Even if it takes time to achieve. It is ultra-smart for you long term.



For immediate inspiration visit Part III Chapter 3 to see a full range of futures jobs and why
they will provide excellent prospects: From bespoke, luxury artisan products ‘made by human
hand’



To more futures jobs in the rapidly rising sectors of inter-galactic space travel, bio-tech,
asteroid mining, wearable tech fashion design. There’s a whole exciting world of work out
there.
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Template $3e. Making My Next Big Business Move Happen: Action Plan!
From discussions we had in the text, you and your son/daughter are ready to decide what you
want to happen next business-wise, as a young person past the rookie stage and now more
experienced


Your decisions will comprise one of the following choices that are set out below.



Follow the advice in each case to create your action plan for continued business success

Action Plan 1: Moving Up, within the Same Company/Similar Industry $


What’s currently on offer by way of promotion?



Do I have the experience to go this for this now? Or do I need more experience?



How can I best capitalise on my shape-changing capacity in this instance?



Which of my DNA rainbow of gifts do I need to hone further and or develop to win this?



What’s currently on offer in a similar competitor company to mine?



Are the skills I have learned here enough to transfer successfully?



Do I need to learn some extra skills?



Will I be welcomed and rewarded better than I am here?



Thinking about both options before me; which one is my best option to pursue?

Action Plan 2: New Position New Industry $







What transferrable skills and experience do I have to excel in this new post and industry?



How can I best capitalise on my shape-changing capacity in this new role and business?



Which of my DNA rainbow of gifts do I want to develop and apply in this transfer?

 How quick will I be able to rise through ranks – after starting at the grassroots again?

Action Plan 3: How About I Start My Own Business?

$



Thinking of doing this? Then get a head start on businesses big and small by first visiting the next
and final chapter, here in World Winner’s Part III to:



Widen your horizon of possibilities further and reap benefits of being more World-Wise in business



Understand the D.I.Y basics of how to set up in business for yourself



Take a look at futures markets and in particular those that set to expand

$ Okay – Now go do! Make it Happen! $
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Template $4a-b. Billion Dollar Business Degustation Quiz: Part I. The Food!

1. What’s sea cucumber?
a) A type of muffin  b) ocean creature  c) A type of sliced green salad 
2. How do you know an oyster you are served in a restaurant is fresh?
a) Poke it with a fork  b) The crushed ice bed it’s on hasn’t melted  c) It’s just been opened 
3. You’re at a large table set for 50 people, what do you do when served soup?
a) Wait until everyone is served then begin  b) Pour water in it  c) Begin eating it immediately 
4. When you are consuming the soup which direction should your spoon go?
a) in a circle  b) work outwards  c) work inwards 
5. What is escargot?
a) A kind of rat  b) snails baked in shells  c) fried carrots 
6. How do you pick up escargot at a formal dinner?
a) With your fingers: it burns!  b) Your teeth  c) small-tongues fit for purpose plus small fork 
7. If you are served a course, you are not obliged to eat it. However, if you are offered portions and take them, do you:
a) Make sure you clean your plate  b) Leave it as you wish  c) Give it to the dog 
8. Why might you be served lemon sorbet between courses?
a) To cool your tongue down  b) To clean your palette c) To impress: because it is expensive 
9. For what purpose might you find a small warm bowl of water by your plate?
a) For bread-dipping  b) wash your fingers after crustaceous food such as crab  c) Wash your tie or scarf 
10. Putting food politics aside, to educate for many a luxury banquet in business: what is foie gras?
a) An ancient French pate tradition of goose livers  b) flakes of gold  c) strawberry dipped chocolates 
11. You are served a whole, fresh crab on a bed of lettuce, how do you open it?
a) Turn it over and press on the underbelly, under the eyes  b) Chew off the claws  c) Thump it hard 
The next session is about beverages served regularly at business events globally. If you do not think this appropriate
to your child. This is respected. At the same time educated awareness is smart in preparation for the business world.
12. If you are told a bottle of Champagne you are being offered is vintage – how can you tell it is or not from the cork?
a) the cork is pink  b) the cork is fat  c) the cork will be like a mushroom: fat at the top slim at the bottom 
13. Asked if you prefer a glass of Claret or Bordeaux, what’s the difference?
a) None  b) one is a red wine the other a kind of Champagne  c) one is red one is white 
14. Why might ice wine be a popular choice with desserts?
a) It’s a kind of whisky  b) It’s rich sweet and syrupy  c) It’s sour tasting 
15. Why is a brandy glass so shaped?
a) It looks nice  b) to nurse and warm gently the brandy in the palm  c) nobody knows 
16. What is the purpose of a champagne saucer, versus champagne flutes?
a) Champagne saucers are so designed to get you tipsy faster  b) no purpose  c) artistic diversity only 

17. You are served a large leg of poultry or meat and you only have a knife and fork to eat with. What do you do?
a) don’t eat it  b) throw it off the table  c) hold it with your hand at one end, carve the meat and eat with fork 
18. At the conclusion of the meal what do you do with your napkin?
a) lay it beside your plate  b) throw it on your plate  c) fold it up neatly next to your plate 
Answers in publication on reverse at bottom of page: 1b; 2a; 3c; 4b; 5b; 6c; 7a; 8b; 9b; 10a; 11a; 12c; 13a; 14b; 15b; 16a; 17c; 18a.
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Template 4b. Billion Dollar Business Degustation Quiz Part II: Implements!
Match the Word to the Correct Implement

1. Grapefruit Spoon

a

b

2. Sorbet Spoon
c

3. Soup Spoon
d
4. Cheese Knife

5. Dessert Spoon

e

6. Fish knife

f

7. Meat knife

g

Answers (inverted at bottom of page in published version): 1c; 2a; 3g; 4b; 5e; 6d; 7f
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Template $4c.

Instant 21C: Business Language Basic Fluency



From Part I, the Golden Foundations you know you can learn anything the minute you put
yourself in the driving seat, to take charge of the topic and make it your own.




You need: A4 paper; scissors; coloured pens; favourite stickers; glitter glue; your
imagination!
Now make these phrases and/words your own in four easy steps.






Take a piece of A4 paper or card and cut it into 5 strips for each word/phrase.
Ultra-personalise each word, using your own choice of colours and creative decoration.
Speak the words/phrases out loud a couple of times – so loud you start laughing!
Place the words around the house and use them with your family for a week. Well done 

French

Mandarin

Bonjour ca va? Good day/how’s it going?

Ni hao (nee how) – Hello

Ca va bien merci et vous? Well, and you?

Ni hao ma (nee how ma – How are you?

Entrez s’il vous plait – please come in

Wo hen hao (wo hend how) – Very well!

Merci, je m’appelle… thank you, my name is…

Qing he cha (ching hey cha) Please have a
cup of tea…

Enchante – I’m delighted to meet you
Xie xie – Thank you 

Spanish

Arabic

Hola! Hello!

Asalama lakum – Peace be with you

Como estas? (c said like k) how are you?

Lakum salam – And also with you

Bueno! (bwayno) Good

Khaifa haluki/a (Kayfa) How are you?

Agua mineral? (agwa minerale) Mineral water?
Gracias (gras-ias) Thanks

a version for women; i version for men.
Tayeeb, shukran – Good thank you.

Chay min fadlak – tea please.

Man, man lai – Mandarin for relax – it was easy wasn’t it! 
Felicitations! (French for congrats) Now go learn some more!
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Template $4d. Biz Geography: Join the Flags to ‘Rich List’ Countries*

a

b

e

c

f

Australia

USA

d

g

Norway

Singapore

Malaysia

Switzerland

Azerbaijan

Understanding a Country’s Data and How They are Ranked Globally

*This list is not meant to be exhaustive; the countries in it are not in any order of wealth


One way business ranks countries is via GDP or Gross Domestic Product of a country.
Sometimes the lion’s share of GDP is made up of a mixture of industries other time one main
resource and/or service in world demand such as for example oil and/or financial services.



Quality of life is another way in which countries are ranked.



Find the GDP for these or other countries: check out data online at Forbes for example.



Now look at ‘quality of life’ ratings – do any countries top both this and GDP listings?

Did any facts you found surprise you? That’s the power of being World-Wise 
Answers inverted at bottom of page in publication: Australia g; Norway c; Malaysia d; USA b; Singapore f;
Switzerland a; Azerbaijan e.
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Template $4e: Instant World Art Business Expert


Don’t have a clue about these art works are from in the world?



Visit Instant World Art Business Expert at this icon in the text $  $



1.

2.

3.

And you’ll soon be an expert on world art in a minute!

4.

© Original Chinese painting and photo Dr Bernadette Tynan All Rights Reserved
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Template $4f: Poets and their Words Interwoven Across the World
A: What connects the ‘dots’ between these three images?



The Lake District England, UK

Wordworth’s Daffodils

The Haitian Flag
B: Who is this man? Why does he hold a special place in Cambridge University and
China?
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Template $5a:  21C World Winner Galixography Graduate 

Part I: Basic Galixography
Why not astronomy? If the ancients were studying stars, we will be studying galaxies.
1. Too vast for the measurements we use on Earth, we use ‘light years’ for Space. What is a light year?
a) 2000 km  b) 9,500,000 million km  c) 50 million km 
2. Which of the statements below is TRUE?
a) Our Galaxy is the only one in the universe
b) Our Galaxy is one of at least 1,000 million others
3. Which planet would you associate respectively with Ericke’s and Cassini’s Divisions?
a) Earth  b)  Pluto c) Saturn 



4. If Crepe is another word for pancake which planet is identified by ‘The Crepe Ring’?
a) Jupiter  b) Saturn  c) Mars 
5. What are nebulae?
a) A life form found on other planets  b) A kind of antennae  c) birth-places of fresh stars 
6. The Sun was ‘born’ approximately…
a) 2 Million years ago  b) 500 years ago  c) 5,000 million years ago 
7. What is the approximate orbital period of the planet Mercury?
a) 2 days  b) 88 days  c) 35 days 
8. What is the approximate orbital period of the planet Neptune?
a) 168.4 years  b) 200 days  c) 687 days 
9. If the Earth’s surface gravity = 1 what is the surface gravity of Jupiter?
a) 9  b) 6  c) 2.64 
10. In Celsius what is the (mean) surface temperature of Venus?
a) + 480  b) + 1000  c) -250 

Answers (inverted at bottom of page in publication): Part I. 1b 9,500,000 km; 2b is the True statement: our Galaxy is
one of at least 1,000 million others (and counting); 3c Saturn; 4b Saturn; 5c Birth places of fresh stars; 6c 5,000 million
years ago; 7b Mercury’s orbital period is approx. 88 days; 8a the orbital period of Neptune is approx. 168.4 years; 9c If
the Earth’s gravity = 1 the surface gravity of Jupiter = 2.64; 10a the mean surface temperature of Venus in Celsius is +
480.

World Winners Part III 
Template $5b: 21C World Winner Galixography Graduate 
Part II Advanced Galixography
A. The image below shows an incomplete Spring sky chart for the Nothern Aspect



With Orion constellation, as shown in the bottom right hand side to the East.
Complete the chart: What are the names of the two missing constellations?

B. The image below shows the image of a planet but which one?

Answers (inverted at bottom of page in publication) A: Delphinus and Andromeda; B: Jupiter

World Winners Part III
Template $5c: Futures Horticulture and Botany - Earth and Planets



Part I: Plant Intelligence: Botany

Basic Definitions and Facts:
Horticulture – the science/art of plant cultivation
Agriculture science/art of cultivating soil, livestock, crops;
Botany: plant worlds from classification, form, function, ecology to economics: essential 21C know how
Botany Bay Australia: named by 18C botanist Sir Joseph Banks upon voyaging there and finding ‘new’
flora
Plant are an intelligent species on planet Earth. Who knows what plants we may find in our Space
voyages?
1. Which of the following statements about plants is true?
a) ‘Horsetail’ is an ancient plant that comprises a natural form of silicon

T/F

b) Burn the leaf of some pre-historic plants and the other leaves on the plant will respond intuitively

T/F

c) Nepenthes are predatory plants designed to trap and eat protein by way of insects

T/F

d) Huge herbaceous plants known as ‘mega-herbs’ can be found in the coastal islands of New Zealand T/F
e) Scramblers, Clingers and Twiners are the names given to plants dependent upon their growth habit T/F
f) Try to re-code the DNA of ancient trees and they show an ability re-boot themselves back again

T/F

g) Plants emit sound waves between the lower end 10-240Hz to ultra-sonic levels at around 300Hz

T/F

h) Vibrational frequency is a common factor in many flowers and is central to their reproduction

T/F

2. An organic bridge between fungi and algae and technically not a plant, Lichens are special because:
a) Some can live in Space-like vacuums b) They can flourish in polar conditions c) Both of these
3. Where might you find and see Lichen for yourself in everyday life?
a) On the roofs and walls of buildings b) Lawns and paving c) None of these d) Both of these
4. If you are studying Cytology in plants what are you studying?
a) Vegetable cookery b) cell chemistry, function and structure c) garden design
Answers inverted at bottom of page in publication: Part I: 1a T; 1b; T; 1c T; 1d T; 1e T; 1f T; 1gT ; 1hT – aren’t plants amazing!? All
these statements are true; 2c both. Lichen are a yet to be fully understood phenomenon; 3d both because they thrive in all these
places. 4b.

World Winners Part III 
Template $5d: Futures Horticulture and Botany - Earth and Planets
Part II: Grow Your Own Food: Survival Allotment Skills

Growing your own food is like learning anything else. Start, the rest will follow. Get involved with reputable
local community groups, start in your garden or buy kits from DIY stores for indoors that enable you to
learn.
Then there’s the yum bit, eating the fresh vegetables or fruit you grew. Nothing so good! Soil is where
begins.
1. Soil consists of a micro-ecosystem within itself creating the conditions for plant life. Which of the
following statements is true about soil?
a) You can damage the structure of soil just by walking on it
b) Organic infusions can enrich soil structure

T/F
T/F

c) Healthy soil should flocculate: it should look and feel a bit like bread crumbs T/F

2. The best soil for growing things should have….check which one of the following you think it should
have:
a) Be hard to work



b) Be easy to work



c) Resemble dried cement



d) Capable of holding water



e) Have healthy drainage



f) Able to keep heat in cold spells 
3. When you grow your own food which of these are easy to begin with?

a)



b)

 c)



d)



Answers inverted at base of page in publication: 1a T; 1b T; 1c T; 2 b, d, e, f; 3 a, b, c, d – pumpkin can sometimes be found growing
even on old compost heaps! Lettuce is easy indoors or out! Tomatoes come in many varieties; as long as they have the right soil,
water, a few bamboo tripods to climb, heat and sun – they are fun and yum. Potatoes are a little trickier - watch out for snails and
slugs eating them. In France of course they save the snails as they are often escargot. But that doesn’t apply everywhere. Dive in, get
your wellies on, read the instructions on packets, be sensible – but above all else have a go! It’s so rewarding when you eat your first
‘grown’ meal.

World Winners Part III 
Template $5e: Futures Horticulture and Botany - Earth and Planets
Part III: The Private Lives of Plants

Plants have been on this planet longer than us, so not only are they intelligent they have different life
spans.
Complete the passage below, choosing correct words from the choice below. Beware some are red
herrings!
Plant lives are not ……………………..They are variable dependent upon species. You will perhaps already
be familiar with the differences between for example biennial plants: capable of existing over two year life
cycles. In contrast with ………………………which are capable of far more plant life years after two cycles. It
is thought that the oldest plant on record is the Great Basin Bristlecone Pine in……………………..U.S.A. It
is estimated to be ……………….years old! Other flowers appear not to be there at all until the rain comes.
For example visit the hot orange ………….. of the United Arab Emirates just after a few drops of rain and

you will witness an array of stunningly beautiful ……….. Their reign is brief but glorious – until the rains
come again.

Connecticut
desert

camels

perennials

2000 +

uniform

5000+
California

orchids

Part IV: Plant-Speak
Study plant life and it’s like discovering a new world and language in the universe. Connect the words on
left and right to create your own interwoven ‘ecosystem’ of words and their meanings in the study of
plants.
Might grow on Mars – but not of its origin – yet!

Sinense

Eastern species of plant

Edulus

Western species of plant

Occidentale

Mountainous species
Orientale
Plants of Chinese origin

Montana

Edible species

Martian

Answers inverted at base of/or reverse of page in publication Part III: Plant lives are not uniform. They are variable dependent upon
species. You will perhaps already be familiar with the differences between for example biennial plants: capable of existing over two
year life cycles. In contrast with perennials which are capable of far more plant life years after two cycles. It is thought that the oldest
plant on record is the Great Basin Bristlecone Pine in California U.S.A. It is estimated to be 5000 + years old! Other flowers appear not
to be there at all until the rain comes. For example visit the hot orange desert of the United Arab Emirates just after a few drops of rain
and you will witness an array of stunningly beautiful orchids. Their reign is brief but glorious – until the rains come again. PIV: Plants
of Chinese origin – Sinense; Edible species – Edulus; Western species of plant Occidentale; Eastern species of plan Orientale;
Mountainous species – Montana; Might grow on Mars – not of its origin – yet! – Martian. Interested to learn more? Do it. Plants = life.

World Winners Part III 
Template $6. This Way to My Futures Wealth: My 21C World Winner’s Career Plan 2020 +
Step #1: Re-visit your DNA Rainbow of Human Gifts in Part I of Your 21C World Winner’s Plan
Entrepreneur,
Leader, Visionary….

Step #2: Ask yourself: a) which Futures Careers/Businesses we saw inspired you MOST? b)
Why?

These futures businesses inspired me…………………………………………………………………
………………………………………………………………………………………………………………….
Here’s the main reason I liked each one: ……………………………………………………………...
………………………………………………………………………………………………………………….
Step #3: Marry your DNA human rainbow of gifts and innovative ability with Futures 21C
Business
Remember lessons from genius: Those that excel in a field are driven by a passion + innate gifts.
Gifts that cannot be captured or measured on pen and paper tests, as academic knowledge can.
a) Shape-Changer capacity included. Choose up to three areas for your FIRST business career
1st: .………………………………………… 2nd: .……………………………… 3rd:………………………….
Discuss and make personal notes: why it would make you happy to work in these areas?
……………………………………………………………………………………………………………………..
……………………………………………………………………………………………………………………..
c) Which of your DNA rainbow of human gifts will enable you to excel in these business areas?
………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………
………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………
d) Discuss and note key areas of academic learning you must focus on to achieve in these
areas
……………………………………………………………………………………………………………………..
……………………………………………………………………………………………………………………..
Step # 4: My World Winner’s Plan to Wealth and Happiness in 21C Starts Here!
I know where and how to begin My 21C Futures Business Career and Wealth and Win 2020 + 
Signed 21C Futures Business World Winner .………………………………..Date: ……….. 
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Template $7. Futures Biz Star D.I.Y.  Fast-Track Business Start-Up 



Each business is different, but there are generic elements that inform successful start-ups.



The summary points below work in conjunction with session advice in the text to give you an
informed, thus smarter chance of starting a successful business from scratch.

Summary Points & Checklist
$1.  Identify and research your market and potential business life-span in the context of AI
$2.  Know your Competitors both On-Line and Off-Line.
$3.  Define your USP – does it have Astrocyte Global Vision ® TM ©?
$4.  Do the Math: Critical Path from Investment - to Break Even - to Eventual Profit.
$5.  How do you live and sustain yourself whilst the business is growing? Don’t wish. Plan.
$6.  Investment: before approaching any investor ask yourself – would you invest in this?
$7.  When approaching investors do the research about them as they would about you.
$8.  When presenting to investors remember their objective is to make money – in the end.
$9.  Focus your presentation on USP, showing a solid path from business idea to profit.
$10.  Entrepreneur means one who assumes the risk of business. One who assumes the
quantified risk of business by being better informed wins more 

$ New business to launch an invention? See further guidance on protecting your IP
in Part I Golden Foundations and Part III Chapter 3 on selling the idea to investors $

Business is a great adventure, especially now you know what you are doing! Bon
Voyage!
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Template $8. Equagen ® TM © Futures Smart-Pro Shape-Changer App
Leader, Brilliant Inventor, Fantastic
Visionary, Bold Pioneer…

1. What’s my DNA Rainbow of Human Gifts?
2. Which of my gifts am I using now?
3. Current Industry Diagnostic


What’s the life-span of my industry/business/job in context of emerging markets and AI?



Looking at three market indicators – what does all my research and data tell me?
4. What is the futures stock market currently investing in?
5. Which kinds of jobs are likely to comprise growth areas in the next 5 years?


Which areas appeal to me?



Which feature in my futures short list?
6. Shape-Changer Time?



Is it time to do this change? Pros and cons from 1-5 research will tell you.



If No. I set a review date for the not too distant future; If Yes. I move to No. 7.
7. Skill and Human Gifts Transfer Set



Which of my DNA rainbow of gifts should I now apply?



Of my existing skills set – which aspects are transferable?



What new skills might I also need to learn now?
8. My Shape-Changer Action Plan

My new focus industry is:……………………………………………………………………….
I have now identified different gifts from my DNA rainbow of gifts I will use in this new industry
+ transferrable skills + new skills I must learn. These are:
……………………………………………….………………………………………………………………………..
My Time-scale to effect this Shape-Change is…………………………………Now I Go Do!
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Template 1. Generic Mind-Body Maintenance Basics: Part I Mind-Body Energy Software

1. Our brains comprise the most portable, magical technology around! They pack the power to create
the world around us, think up new technology, including AI of course, and take us to other worlds in
our universe. Put another way, our brains can do galaxies more than an iphone, laptop or tablet.

How much of our body weight do you think each of our brains takes up in our bodies?

a)10% 

b) 2% 

c) 50% 

2. A healthy mind and body needs oxygen. How much of the oxygen you breath does your brain use?

O
a) 20%

2

b) 5%  c)

c) 15% 

3. In a class/school/ or in an office meeting you find yourself yawning; why do we yawn really?

a)Rudeness  b)No reason  c)Auto-mind-body jaw action sends brain oxygenated blood booster 

4. Our blood transports food and oxygen. How much of our blood supply does our brain use up?

a) 3%-5% 

b) 8%-10% 

c) 12-15% 

World Winners Part IV
Template
Cont/..

1.



Generic Mind-Body Maintenance Basics: Part I Mind-Body Energy Software

5. You first met brilliant Astrocyte glial cells in Part I. They help us think creatively and innovatively.

Astrocytes contain which of the c’s below in their structure?
a) Candyfloss 

b) Cucumber 

c) Calcium 

6. From Part I you know that myelin sheaths, the brain’s fat-based ‘white matter’ are important in both
transporting information and protecting insulation of the nervous system. Taking into account many
functional factors, the brain is estimated to be 60% fat. In which case. Do you think the following is
true/false? Circle your choice:
Even when the body is near to starvation, the brain’s fat content is reserved. True/False

7. You put high grade oil in your car engine for optimum performance. As humans our brains and
bodies can benefit from both fresh mineral water and ‘high-grade’ oils in our diet. Two are Arachidonic
Acid (AA) and Docosahexaenoic Acid (DHA). Check which of these foods you think are good sources:

a) Toffees 

b) Mackerel 

c) Salmon 

World Winners Part IV
Template
Cont..

1.

Generic Mind-Body Maintenance Basics:



Part I Mind-Body Energy Software

8. Our brains gather, use and transfer information via billions of bio-electrical processes. Although far
more brilliant and sophisticated our brains are powered up like the fairy lights of a tree.
Approximately how much energy do you think our brain uses every five minutes?

Choose which one you think is the right answer; it uses enough energy to light:
a) A 10 Watt Light Bulb 

b) a 50 Watt Light Bulb 

c)  a 30 Watt Light Bulb

9. Our Central Nervous System (CNS) and Peripheral Nervous System (PNS) connect our mind and
body and ourselves to our environment. Essential to our mind-body optimum performance. Which of
these is vital to keep the CNS and PNS being in tip top condition?
a) A balanced diet including the B Group of Vitamins  b) Bubble Gum  c) Exercise 

10.

Exercise, Food, and ‘Feel Good’ Mind-Body Bio-Chemistry

You hear the phrase a lot: you are what you eat, in terms of your body. But what about your brain?
The foods we eat can change our moods, as can exercise. Complete the passage, using options from
the choices below, to discover the bio-chemistry of a happy, healthy, mind and body.

When we exercise, our brains release ‘feel good’ chemicals called…………… These give us a natural
‘high’ and make us feel happy. This is one of the great benefits of exercise. Alongside increased blood
circulation, heart-rate, and oxygen uptake in healthy people. However foods we eat make a difference
to how we feel too. Foods that are great for helping our mind feel up-beat are those loaded with B
vitamins such as cereals for example, and fresh fish such as Tuna that is rich in another chemical that
makes the brain feel good about itself:…………………..
Did you know that just a squeeze of fresh ………….juice, rich in Vitamin C in our mineral water can
also make us feel great and lift our mood? Sunlight is good for us, in moderation, vital to
produce……… which also makes us feel good. Especially when we are on the beach. Why? The air on
beaches is rich in negative……. which is also uplifting. A long-known fact. Great for mind and body!
All great for you!
Endorphins

Lemon

Vitamin D

Ions

Serotonin
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Template 2. Generic Mind-Body Maintenance Basics: Part I Mind-Body Energy Software

Answers
1 b 2%; 2a 20%; 3c we can feign yawning, but real yawning is something we cannot control. It is an
automated mind-body response to refresh our brain, using jaw muscles to pump a booster supply of
oxygenated blood. 4 c 12-15% which goes to show how important clean air and oxygen is for optimum
human brain function.
5c Calcium. Over recent years low fat diets have impacted our consumption of things such as cheese,
which is rich in calcium. However, as far as astrocytes go, that may not be a good idea. A balanced diet
wins again.
6 True – even in the direst of situations the body and mind will vie to maintain the brain’s minimum fat
content to protect functionality; 7 b and c – both DHA and AA are found naturally in mother’s breast milk
due to their import on brain function. However, during our life time we can all benefit from having a diet
which includes these in foods we find naturally;
8b 50 Watt Light Bulb: how do we arrive at this figure? Our brains use the equivalent of approximately the
energy it would take to light up a 10W light bulb per minute, so 5 minutes = 50 Watts; 9 a and c; as with all
aspects of our mind and body optimum performance, the CNS and PNS benefit from a balanced died, with
B vitamins being vitally important to the daily well-being of our MIBO nerve circuitry. To stave off stress,
and diseases effecting the nervous system. Exercise and a balanced diet helps protect us.
10.

Exercise, Food, and ‘Feel Good’ Mind-Body Bio-Chemistry

When we exercise, our brains release ‘feel good’ chemicals called Endorphins. These give us a
natural ‘high’ and make us feel happy. This is one of the great benefits of exercise. Alongside
increased blood circulation, heart-rate, and oxygen uptake in healthy people. However foods we eat
make a difference to how we feel too. Foods that are great for helping our mind feel up-beat are those
loaded with B vitamins such as cereals for example, and fresh fish such as Tuna that is rich in
another chemical that makes the brain feel good about itself: Serotonin.
Did you know that just a squeeze of fresh Lemon juice, rich in Vitamin C in our mineral water can also
make us feel great and lift our mood? Sunlight is good for us, in moderation, vital to produce Vitamin
D which also makes us feel good. Especially when we are on the beach. Why? The air on beaches is
rich in negative Ions which is also uplifting. A long-known fact. Great for mind and body! All great for
you!

More about the Positive Impact of Negative Ions 

Just as our brains are electrically charged, so is our atmosphere. Ever go out after a rainstorm and feel
uplifted by the freshness – it isn’t just your imagination – the negative ions in the atmosphere are uplifting
to us. Similarly, you can get the same great feeling stood by a waterfall for example.

Many offices now use ionizers to re-create this feeling of wellbeing. But getting out and experiencing it by
the beach, or lake at a park whilst exercising, plus eating foods which you know make you feel good MIBO
wise trebles the benefit. Leaving you feeling refreshed, happy and ready to take on the world. Wonderful!
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Template  3: What Did I Eat and Do MIBO Smart Today?

Week Beginning:……………………………………………….

Monday:……………………………………………………………………………………………………………………….
.…………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………
Tuesday: .……………………………………………………………………………………………………………………
…………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………
Wednesday:…………………………………………………………………………………………………………………
…………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………
Thursday:…………………………………………………………………………………………………………………….
………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………….
Friday:…………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………
…………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………..

Important Preparation for Ultra-Personalised MIBO Plan
At the end of the week ask yourself:
Which healthy MIBO foods did I enjoy the most?

Which kinds of exercise and physical activity did I feel most comfortable with?

NB: Weekends we leave free! See note in text to see why! 
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Template  4a My Ultra-Personalised MIBO Optimum Performance Plan

From the music that you like to relax with to the sports activities and diet that works for you as a unique
person. Here is where you self-style your own Mind Body Plan to give you optimum performance year
round.



MIBO is designed to work with your World Winner’s Plan to enable you to achieve your goals.
Once you have read and discussed the preparatory key notes in the text and you are good to go!

Part I: My MIBO Weekly Exercise for Optimum Performance
Choose three different exercises you personally enjoy doing that are either inside and/or outside of school


Keep your target realistic; aim to partake in different sports activities spread out over three x p/week



Remember what I said about leaving weekends free. It’s healthy to leave space for spontaneity!

Need to power up for an upcoming exam or challenge? Or power down and chill after a stressful time?
Choose exercise and music that helps you do both as a unique person effectively so you keep on winning
Part II: My MIBO Weekly Diet for Optimum Performance
Choose five healthy foods that really make you personally feel good to include in your diet each week


Variety is the spice of life: keep on experimenting with different kinds of smoothies for example as well
as salads and the meals you eat each day to get a permanently interesting, fun and well-balanced diet.



NB: Always check with your GP/MD if in any doubt about food/diet/exercise and/or allergies first.

Part III: Finding My Blencathra
We discussed that in our real 21C World a work-life balance can be elusive at certain ‘peak’ points in our
life.


Peak points are intense period of focus and work we do to reach a goal, earn a prize, and win!



Your Blencathra is a place in nature whose awesomeness cuts any challenge down to size so you can
see it in perspective. Preparing you in body and mind to overcome it - even before you’ve begun it.

Example: my Blencathra is mountain climbing; yours could be ocean surfing or admiring the desert’s
beauty.
Choose your Blencathra and reap the benefits immediately ahead or during future peak points in your life.
Part IV: Check your Kryptonite Stocks! Brain Chill Time is Essential to Optimum Performance
Avoid burn-out by regularly listening to your mind and body: are your kryptonite stocks low? Take a break!
After you achieve each brilliant new goal: reward yourself, relax and recharge using the MIBO guide
overleaf and you will be refreshed and ready to reach for the stars once again. Keep healthy, happy and
MIBO-wise.
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Template  4b. MIBO Relax, Recharge, Reach for the Stars!
As Einstein said reward yourself after a challenge, otherwise the mind misses the value of what you did.
It’s a myth that optimum mind and body performance is a full on non-stop process (Tynan 2004).



When you’ve achieved your goal, overcome a challenge, won a prize of any kind in life: relax and
recharge
With mind and body re-booted you’re ready to set down fresh challenges and reach for the stars, again!

Step #1: Relax and Reward Yourself: Celebrate * Have a Party * Treat Yourself!

Step #2: Recharge: World Winners give their mind and body time to do this


Look at any person at the top of their game from Sports Stars to Sir Richard Branson they do it!



Why? Your mind and body will re-pay you ten-fold for this ‘re-boot’ and ‘re-charge’ time



Choose an activity that works for you as a unique person and the time spent will be super effective

Step #3: Reach for the Stars, once again! Refreshed World Winners set fresh goals!

My Ultra-personalised MIBO Plan for Optimum Mind-Body Performance Affirmation:
I know how to take care of mind and body for my well-being, happiness and success – always.
I keep my kryptonite stocks charged and my mind and body in peak condition for optimum performance
I know my ‘Blencathra’ so I can meet any challenge and win!
I value my chill out time as much as the time I work so I can relax, recharge and reach for the stars and
win!
Signed 21C World Winner:……………………………………………………….Date………………………

Place a copy of this in your World Winners Plan so you can review it and set new goals to win infinitely



World Winners Part V-VI

VIP Template  1: My 21C World Winner’s Graduation Certificate
Empowered by Equagen Technology ® TM © W.I.P.O World Intellectual Property Organization

I Hereby Declare Why I Am Now a Graduate 21C Future World Winner:
 My DNA Rainbow of Gifts and Unique Mind give me the Evolutionary Winning Edge in an Era of AI
o

I Can Now Excel Better, Faster in Academia using more Brain-Energy Efficient Learning
With an Ultra-Personalised Learning System.

o

I Know How to Develop, Apply and Capitalise upon my Innovative Thinking Ability

 Able to Win in Business: I am both World-Wise and Futures Billion Dollar Business-Brain-Ready
o

I Understand how to Shape-Change: Adapt Quickly and Grasp New Opportunities – Fast

o

Enhanced by an Ultra-Personalised MIBO programme for Optimum Mind-Body Performance

 Equipped with My World Winner’s Plan, tailored to me, my DNA gifts and unique mind to shine a
Star

Name: ………………………………………………………………………………….Date:…………………………



21C Future World Winner 

Signatory………………………………………………………………..

World Winners Part V-VI

VIP Template  2: My 21C Future World(s) Winner’s Passport

Equagen Technology ® TM © W.I.P.O
Destination: Infinite Evolutionary Potential
Nationality: Earthling
Passport Expiry Date: None. My DNA Rainbow of Human Gifts and Unique Mind Software are Infinite

Picture of VIP Passport Holder:


Name of VIP Passport Holder:

………………………………………………………………………………………………………….

